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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTJON
To communicate effectively in a second language is often a significant problem when
international students come to study at Iowa State University, and theirwillingness to spend
so much time and energy learning English suggests the importance "of this skill to their fijtures.
But how well are international students at the undergraduate level really being prepared by the
English as a second language (ESL) coursework which many ofthese students are required to
take? Do the students actually receive sufficient instruction to allow them to compete with
their American peers in their college? These questions are important for both the international
students and their teachers, to ensure that ESL, instruction is fulfilling its purpose.
The research presented in this thesis is intended to'provide information about the
perceptions ofundergraduate ESL students regarding the English for Native Speakers of
Other Languages (ENSOL) Program at Iowa State University (described in greater detail later
in this chapter). The information presented here is designed to complement a faculty survey
which was conducted by Myers lV al. in 1995 to identity what tlie Iowa State University
faculty perceived 3s the greatest language needs of the international students at that university,
and which types ofreading, writing, listening, and speaking tasks were typically assigned in
each area ofstudy. The English department's Teaching English as a Second
Language/Applied Linguistics (TESL/AL) area will be able to use this information, along with
other data, to help them determine what modifications might be needed with the ENSOL
Program. Previously, administrators of this program had expressed adesire for aclose-up
view of the students' needs, especially regarding specific disciplines such as business,
engineering, and the sciences, to determine ifthese students' needs are being adequately
addressed.
.'\.s an instructor of ENSOL lOlC (a course in advanced academic writing for
international undergraduates) for the past three semesters, I have watched international
students arrive at the university, undergo placement tests, and strive to gain sufficient skill
with English to be able to function at an American university. One question has remained in
my mind throughout these past three semesters: How well are these students actually being
prepared by the ENSOL courses for their academic studies here? In other words, can they do
everything they need to do in their classes, and are the things they are learning truly useful to
them? I also wondered if there were other skills which were not being addressed by the
ENSOL Program which might be critical for the students' success, and if their ESL
preparation accurately reflected the balance of reading, writing, speaking, and listening that
they would have to do in their college courses. One of the prime concerns for mewas the
division of language skills in the current program into separate courses which deal with
acadeniic writing/graminar, reading, or listening. I wondered if this divisionwas truly
effective, necessary, or in the students' best interest.
These concerns were echoed recently in a curriculum meeting with other instructors
and administrators of the ENSOL Program. The committee indicated that the nationalities of
students being sei"ved by the ENSOL Program have changed over the years, so that Iowa
State L'niversity is attracting more and more Asian students, which results in different needs
that must be addressed because of the inherent differences between their native languages and
English. Furthermore, the committee believed that the students who are now coming to Iowa
State Lniversity are generally more proficient in English and more computer-literate than
previous groups. In addition, many professors of international students indicated in the 1995
faculty survey by Myers et ai that the ESL students' greatest needs were in the areas of
speaking and lislening, and yet the focus in the ENSOL Program is primarily on thewriting
and rc(!cli/ig of academic texts. However, it is important to note that while the faculty's
opinions about the program and its students are enlightening, they are only one part of the
needs-assessment process. The students' perceptions of their needs are cjucial. In this study,
I have attempted to find out how the students' perceptions compared with the Iowa State
University faculty's assessments, and also to see if the students' perceived needs reflect what is
actually required of them in their college classes. There were four basic questions which 1
wanted to answer:
/. What Jo the ESL siudents who lake ENSOL courses believe
they gain from these courses? Do these beliefs differ according
to the college in which they are enrolled or other student characteristics?
2. How well do (he various types ofstudentsfeel they were preparedfor their
academic coursework upon leaving the ENSOL Program?
3. Are there other skills and needs which are not being addressed.by the English
ENSOL Program?
4. How do the students' perceptions compare with thefaculty's perceptions?
Background
To clarity these questions, it is necessary to understand the current system of placing
students in English classes at Iowa State.University. First of all, international students who
wish to be admitted to Lowa State must pass the Test ofEnglish as a Foreign LMnguage
(TOEFL) with a score of at least 500 points. The TOEFL is a standardized test which
assesses the language ability of non-native speakers of English (NNSE), and these tests are
usually administered iti the students' home countries. Once the international students have
passed the TOEFL and been admitted to Iowa State University, they are required to take an
additional placement test uponarrival at the university, to determine their level of English
proficiency in three main areas: reading, writing, and listening. The reading section ofthis
test requires that students read and answer multiple choice questions about brieftexts in
academic English; the listening section involves students listening to an academic lecture in
English, taking notes, and answering questions about the lecture; and thewriting section asks
students to write an essay on a general, assigned topic. The reading and listening sections of
the placement test are scored, by machine, since they are multiple-choice/short answer
responses. The writing samples are rated holistically by a panel ofESL instructors who
determine if the student requires further instruction in English grammar and composition
before taking the first year composition (FYC, otherwise known as English 104 and 105)
courses which are required of all incoming undergraduate students.
Figure 1* outlines the possible outcomes of the English Placement Test (EPT) for
international students. Based on the results of the EPT, international undergraduate students
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Figure I: Possible outcomes of the EPT for undergraduates; this figure represents part ofa
larger program which also serves graduate students.
5are either passed on to FYC or assigned to oneor two semesters of ESL. If a writing sampk
from the EPT is judged to ha\e too many sentence-level grammaticaKcomposition problems,
the student will be assigned to ENSOL 10IB. a three credit course which helps students
"write shon. moderately complex academic papers, . control troublesome grammar
structures ... in context of written assignments. , . [and] increase vocabulary " (ENSOL
Instructor's Manual. I0Q6, p 5). At^er ENSOL 101B, these students usually go on to take
ENSOL lOlC, which is a 3-credit course in advanced academic composition for
undergraduate students, where they "develop writing and critical reading skills needed in
Enulish 104 [FYC]. develop fluency and self-confidence in writing, use published sources in
writing research." and other typical composition issues (ENSOL Instructor's Manual, p. 6).
Linderuraduate students who are seen to have adequate sentence level v\riting proficiency, but
vsho struuule with development, organization, or rhetorical problems in their writing may be
assigned diroctlv lo ENSOL 10IC
.Additionally, students may be assigned to ENSOL lOIE. which consists ot two one-
ciedit-liour courses in cither reading (101 E-2) or listening (101 E-l) to academic English,
based upon the results ofthe EPT Both ofthese courses meet once per week for twelve
weeks, with much of the work assigned completed as independent study, and a post-test is
administered at the end of the courses ,\s it is designed, the Strategies for Listening course
(ENSOL (01 E-l) "should enable students to learn and use . strategies to improve their
listening in both conversational and classroom settings , " including negotiating meaning,
predicting meanings, understanding stress and intonation, using a top-down approach, and
deve!op[inu] note-takinu skills (ENSOL Instructor's Manual, p 8) The ENSOL Strategies
for Reading course is intended to help students to "improve their reading speed and
comprcliension of academic texts" (p "-O- by making students aware ot academic cues and
oriiani/aiional patterns, and by helping tliem to identify the main idea, purpose, and
suppoitinu details of a text Either of these courses can be taken concurrently with ENSOL
101B or C. However, ENSOL 10IB may not be taken at the same time as ENSOL lOlC,
since 101B is seen as a precursor to ENSOL 101C.
Table 1! 1 shows the numbers of international undergraduate students who took
ENSOL courses in recent years. From the table, one can see that the course most frequently
assigned to students in this Program was ENSOL lOlC, the advanced academic composition
course, followed by the ENSOL 101E courses in Listening and Reading. It shouldalso be
noted that ENSOL 101B, the basic academic writing course, consists of both graduate and
undergraduate student totals. For the purpose of this study, however, only undergraduate
students will be considered.
When undergraduate international students have completed all assigned ESLcourses,
they can go on to take FYC courses. The ENSOL courses may take asmuch as one year to
Table 1,1; Numbers of students enrolled in the ENSOL courses, 1995-present
SenK's/cr /OIB - lOlC lOlE Semester Total
Spring 1995 34 86 71 191
Summer 1995 7 20. 0^ 69
Fall 1905 68 88 159 315
Spring 1996 29 104 97 230
Summer 1996 14 17 0^ 31
Fall 1996 68 107 136 311
Spring 1997 29 79 60 168
Summer 1997 6 15 o' 21
Fall 1997 63 116 66 245
Spring 1998 31 72 60 163
TOTALS 349 704 649 1744
101E not offered during summer sessions.
7complete, andduring this time, international students in several colleges are prohibited from
taking courses in their college (for example, students in theCollege of Engineering may not
take anycourse's in their college until all English requirements are satisfied, including FYC).
In addition, all international undergraduate students must also complete both semesters of
FYC during the year following their ENSOL courses. However, some international students
choose to take courses which are equivalent to the.first-year compositioncourses at the local
community college, DesMoines Area Community College (DMACC) while simultaneously
taking ENSOL 10 IB or C at lowaState University. This can prove to bedifficult for several
reasons, including the fact that language develops in stages over time, and rushing that
development isoften counterproductive. On the other hand, an overseas education in the
United States is expensive, and h is understandable that these students are anxious to avoid
additional semesters of expense if possible.
In addition to these concerns about finances and timing, there are other concerns
which are commonly expressed by ESL instructors about the placement of students into the
ENSOL Program at Iowa State University. Several faculty members have expressed concerns
about the validity of the testingmethods and materials used in the current EPT, for example.
Validitv is a common theme in ESL testing, because placement tests like this are frequently
multiple-choice, pencil-and-paper tests, amethod which does not always fully oraccurately
reflect ihe types of skills which ESL students are expected to display in their classes.
Furthermore, there are some concerns about the affective impact of the EPT since the test is
administered immediately after many international students arrive on campus. Affective
factors may negatively impact the students' ability to perform well on the test due to problems
such asculture shock and the stress of living in a new environment. Finally, there are always
concerns in any placement situation about the accuracy ot the placement decisions which are
made. While the ENSOL instructors at lowa State University give a diagnostic exam inthe
first week of the semester to verily the placement decisions, it is always possible tomake
mistakes, and an unnecessary' semester ofschooling for an international student is costly.
8Furthermore, some students choose not to take the EKSOL classes to which they are assigned
durinu their first few semesters at Iowa State University; instead, they may take FYC courses
at the Des Moines Area Community College (DMACC), hoping that their English will
impro\ e automaticallv as a result ofimmersion in the language, ENSOL instructors often feei
that these students 'slip through the cracks' and may have difticuliies later in their academic
careers, because they mav not be well prepared for the types ot academic writing tasks that
they may encoimter at the university. However, it is complicated to keep track otall the
requirements for"all the international students who enroll at Iowa State University due to the
limited numbers of support personnel in the TESL/AL division ot the English Department.
Summary of Thesis Contents
So the question remains" How much do students actually gain from the ENSOL
Prourani as it is currently designed*^ Are they well-prepared for their other classes'' Are there
nccessciy skills which are not being addressed'^ In this chapter, [ have introduced the focus of
this prc'iect and the underlying concerns about the current ESL program Chapter 2will
revievN literature pertaining to previous studies about student needs, and the results ot these
studies Chapter 3presents ti^e methods and procedures used in conducting my research.
Chapter 4provides the results of this research. Chapter 5sunmiarizes my understanding of
the "esulls. and discusses implications ofthe research and possibilities for Hiture research in
this area
CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
In the introduction to this thesis (Chapter 1), I presented an overviewof the
background issues which are significant to this research. In this chapter, I will review the
pertinent literature on three main issues which pertain to this research; matters ofprogram
evaluation, faculty perceptions in needs assessments, and student perceptions oftheir own
needs. I will discuss each of these factors in turn.
Program Evaluation
A "reat deal has been written to date about how to evaluate ESL programs. First of
all, it is important to consider the nature ofthe evaluation before beginning. Is the evaluation
intended to be summative (indicating theend-result), or formative (used to re-shape the
program to better suit the needs of the users)? Usually the former is the most common case.
According to J.D' Brown in his book TesHngin Language Programs {\996), program
evaluation consists of several steps which are best performed as an on-going group effort by
the individuals involved in the program (Chap. 9). The first step in the process which Brown
outlines is a needs analysis ofboth linguistic and other needs ofthe population to be served.
This population includes teachers, students, and administrators of the program, and the needs
of all members of the community must be investigated from a variety of pertinent sources.
The second step, then, is to identity the goals and objectives of the program, which should be
based upon the results of the first step of the needs analysis. In many curriculum designs, the
next step is to design/adopt appropriate teaching materials to be used in the program, but here
Brown insists that it is important to implement some testing procedures and conduct some
pilot tests to ensure that the objectives which have been identified are actually appropriate for
the students in question. Both Brown and others have suggested that it is best to use several
instruments to test the abilities of the students (cf Buckingham, 1981, p. 15), to get an
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accurate picture of the students' abilities, and it is likewise important to be sure that the tests
are etficient and unbiased.
Brown suggests that once testing procedures and instruments are chosen, materials
should be developed, chosen, or adapted to suit the objectives of the program and the
students' needs While the program is operating, an on-going program evaluation must occur
to ensure that the program is meeting the goals, objectives, and needs of the community, and
the program should be adapted according to the results of these evaluations. Furthermore.
Brov-n slates that records should be kept by the program administrators of the students'
progress andother data to track entrance/exit proficiency levels and trends in the population
served All of these factors must be taken into consideration in evaluating established
programs, and Brosvn suggests that program evaluation is really an on-going needs analysis
which focuses on the process, rather than the product, of a language program.
Lvnch (1*^^00) fuiiher delineates a model to be used in program evaluation once the
program has been established This model, reported in Wolford's (19^4) thesis on Iowa Stale
{'niversitv's t-N.SOL Program, suggests that program esaluation musl first define the goals
and audionce ol'ihe e'.aluation, develop an inventory of the essential features of the program,
generate a framework (a list ofquestions to use in interviews) and a system for gathering data,
atid then collect, analyze and report on the data about the program. I suggest that my thesis
forms part of the on-going program evaluation of the ENSOL Program, and I hope that it will
pro\ ide useful insights into important aspects of the program from the students' perspective
Needs Assessment by Faculty
Anoiher critical aspect in evaluating an ESL program is the matter ofwho participates
in the needs anaKsis In the past, when language programs have wanted to assess the needs ot
their students, ihe faculty v\ho teach the ESL students v\ere tvpically contacted to ascertain
what the professors/teachers of the program thought were the most salient needs ofthe
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student population. Initially the trend in faculty surveys was begun in response to reports of
decreasing student test scores in the U.S. in the 1960's (Ginther &Grant, 1996, p. 3). Often,
faculty surveys focused on reading and writing skills and faculty perceptions about how
v/ell/poorly students actually displayed these skills. One ofthe earliest surveys of this nature
was conducted by Rhoda Sherwood (1977), and this survey claimed that students' writing
skills were poorer than their reading skills, although even this observation is somewhat
questionable, since it is more likely that professors merely have more evidence ofwriting
ability than reading. Furthermore, since the study was assessing the skills ofnative speakers
ofEnglish (NSE)- it is misleading to project these resuks onto NNSE. One important theme
emerged from this study which has continued to be supported in other research, however: A
majority ofthe professors surveyed (71%) indicated that they gave essay exams, and thus it
was recommended that essay exams become a focus for first year composition courses
(Sherwood, 1977, p. 148). The significance ofessay exams is further documented in research
by Hale e! a!, for ETS (1996) and Ferris and Tagg (1996 a, b) reported below.
Alater faculty study of this nature was conducted by Ann Johns at San Diego State
University (1981). This study focused on the language skills ofgraduate and undergraduate
NNSE, and had dramatically different results. Johns asked the faculty which skill areas were
the most important to this populations' success in their university classes, and the faculty
reported that the receptive skills of reading and listening were the most important at both
graduate and undergraduate levels, not the productive skills of writing and speaking. These
findings are more reliable, since Johns contacted a random sample of 200 faculty members
with aseventy percent response rate. It also deserves attention because it focuses specifically
on NNSE. Based on her findings, Johns recommended that ESL curriculum should focus on
the receptive skills such as listening and reading, and with regards to the productive skills, that
writintj; instruction should focus on the skills ofnote-taking, paraphrasing, and summarizing,
while iiistmction in speaking should focus on responding to readings and lectures.
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These findings are partially mirrored by the results of the faculty survey at Iowa State
University (Myers et ill. 1995). Faculty members in this study were asked a series of
questions about the types of reading, listening, speaking, and writing tasks which are typically
assigned in their courses. The faculty respondents, who represented all of the colleges at the
university and who taught both graduate and undergraduate courses, indicated that the two
areas that professors believe international students have the most trouble with were' oral skills,
such as listening and speaking. Of the 476 faculty respondents in this survey, seventy-seven
percent believed that international students struggle with speaking while seventy-one percent
identified listening as a problem area. The results of this survey will beexamined ingreater
detail hiter in this thesis. However, there were some concerns about the reliability of these
results, since fewer than 27% of all faculty surveyed (or476 out of 1750 contacted) actually
responded to the questionnaire, which may have skewed the results since they may not truly
reflect the beliefs of all the faculty members.
Other faculty surveys investigated the types oforal and written assignments which are
typically assigned to students in all disciplines. These studies are included here to provide
insight into the kinds oftasks which NNSE face in their academic courses, information which
will prove useful in understanding the results ofthis research. In one study, Ferris and Tagg
(19<)6a, b) conducted a survey offour ditTerent California tertiary schools to find out which
types oforal communication tasks were expected ofESL students. These researchers
contacted faculty members in disciplines which typically attract ESL students (Business,
Engineering, Natural Sciences, Music, etc.) with a relatively low response rate of25.4%
(234/921). Most ofthe faculty surveyed taught upper-level and graduate courses. The
researchers found some interesting variation according to discipline. For example, they
reported that business courses tended to be the most interactive ofthe top three disciplines
represented (Business, Engineering, and Natural Sciences), while the Science courses tended
to be the least interactive. Additionally, while oral tasks were relatively uncommon in all
disciplines and levels (even at the graduate-level), courses in all disciplines were reportedly
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becoming increasingly more interactive in style, a trend whichwould imply the need for an
increasing focus on oral skills for ESL students. In fact, some disciplines indicated that ESL
students had trouble with a variety of areas with regards to speaking and listening, such as
speaking in group work and presentations, speaking-up in classroom situations, effective note-
taking from lectures [listening and writing] and taking advantage of office hours provided by
professors [speaking and listening] (Ferris & Tagg, 1996a, p. 304).
The two articles by Ferris and Tagg (1996a, b) include several recommendations from
professors about'the oral needs of ESL students. First of all, they indicated that general
listening skills were more important than being able to take good lecture notes, and that
communication with professors was more important than being able to communicate with
their peers. On the other hand, while pronunciation and formal speaking skills were not rated
as terribly important to these professors, the faculty still considered it important that ESL
students be able to ask and answer questions and speak to NSE in class. The faculty fiarther
suggested that ESL students need help with writing in several areas, including technical
writing, essay questions, researcli papers, and understanding American views on plagiarisfn
(pp. 304-307, 300). A point to consider with this study, however: the low response rate
(25.4% of 921 surveys sent out) may have skewed the results of this survey somewhat, since
perhaps only those professors responded who were vei^ interested in this topic or who were
disgruntled with ESL students.
Where the Ferris and Tagg articles (1996a, b) report on oral skills, two monographs
sponsored by Educational Testing Service (ETS) reveal important aspects of written tasks
assigned to ESL,students. These two monographs were both founded on faculty surveys.
The first monograpli, by Hale e! al. (1996), AStudy ofWriti}}^ Tasks Assigned inAcademic
Degree Programs, repoits the results of a survey of 185 faculty from eight universities in
North America. These faculties represented the disciplines which the authors sayattract the
greatest numbers of ESL students (Business. Chemistry, Engineering, and Computer Science),
in addition to Economics, English. Psychology, and History, which are said to represent
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common core-education courses which most undergraduateESL students have to take. In
contrast to the Ferris and Tagg study, the majority ofthe faculty members surveyed in this
data (118/185, or 64%) dealt primarily with undergraduate students and courses.
The findings of the Hale et al. study support the Sherwood research reported earlier in
this chapter, but they also add ftirther details about the kinds ofwriting tasks which are
assigned in college-level courses. Hale al cil. found that one-fourth ot the faculty surveyed
indicated that they assigned no wriiing at all in their courses. The remaining faculty reported
that the most common writing assignments were short, in-class writings ofless than a half a
page. This was especially true in the math and physical science disciplines and was said to be
more true ofundergraduate than graduate courses. In the social sciences, more themes/essays
tended to be assigned, especially longer essays than those assigned in other disciplines. The
next most comnion type ofwriting assignment was listed as the "library research paper," but
this was actually not assigned very frequently, for only nine percent ofall the undergraduate
instructors indicated that they assign this type ofpaper, compared to thirty-nine percent for
graduate courses.
These types oftasks were mirrored in a second ETS monograph, by Ginther and Grant
(1996). This monograph is purely a review of the literature to date on the academic needs of
college-level NSE ofEnglish rather than an empirical study, but it also reported that there
were tl;ree common kinds of out-of-class writing assignments given to undergraduate
university students, namely "reports," "themes/essays," and "critical reviews. Reports were
the preferred writing type among the sciences, with ninety-three percent ofscience courses
indicating that this type of writing was being assigned, but themes/essays were the most
common types of assignments for the social sciences, reported by tifty-five percent of those
faculty members. It is interesting to note that themes/essays were never reported among the
"hard" sciences, and that, for the most part, research papers were predominantly assigned to
^raduate students rather than undergraduates. According to this monograph, the single most
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common in-class type of writing assignment was the essay test, as was reponed in the Hale
If!, monograph.
Another important issue in reviewing faculty assessments of students' abilities is the
.matter of faculty perceptions of ESL students' errors. A study by Vann, Meyer, and Lorenz
(1984), revealed a hierarchy regarding which types of student errors were considered more
serious than others by professors The research re\ealed that ditt'erent kinds ot student errors
were considered to be more 'grave' than others, but there were also distinct differences
according to the college area or discipline of the faculty members with regards to their
judgements of the gra\ ity oferrors by ESL students. For e,v;ample, those facuhy members in
the physical and mathematical sciences proved to be the k'usi tolerant ot errors (with the
exception oflense errors), while the professors from the social science/humanities/education
disciplines were the most tolerant of mistakes, This is important for ESL students and
teachers to understand, since many international students enter the 'hard' sciences rather than
the social sciences, and these findings have a bearing on the results ot my study, which
investiuate^ the dilTerences in academic tasks according to colleges
In a faculty study at California Polytechnic University (Pomona). Karen RussikotT
(1998) discovered some interesting trends among the faculty there. In this study of392
faculty members (with a response rate of 49%). as much as 50% ot the engineering classes
were composed ofESL students every quarter. It was found that most ofthe respondents
(e>5%j said that they graded the ESL students' papers exactly the same as NSE papers. Only
about osaid that they grade the ESL students' papers more leniently Furthermore,
although the faculty there have been mandated to incorporate writing assignments in every
class at the unixersity about 40% ofundergraduate professors indicated that they give/w
writinu assiunments in iheir lower division (freshmen/sophomore) classes, and another 33%
iiive only one or tvvo \v riting assignments exceeding 250 words lone single-spaced typed
page) to their students. This mirrors Male's (tV ul.) 1996 study which reported that one-tourth
ofthe taculty participants surveyed gave no out ofclass writing assignments at all In classes
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such as these, it is easy to see why students may not see theneed for developing good writing
skills. It is also important to note the variations in the types of assignments given according to
the different colleges/departments, since this relates to the results ofmy study as well.
In reviewing the literature on faculty opinions about student problems or needs,
though, some important issues began to surface which called into question the
appropriateness of asking teachers to surmise what students need. While teachers' opinions of
student errors are important (they are the ones assigning the grades, after all), there are some
liinitations to a perspective where the faculty assess all the 'needs' of the students and where
the students themselves are viewed as 'deficient' in some way. This focus on student
deficiency and the faculty's privilege to assess learner needs was the underlying belief upon
which the tradition of faculty surveys/needs assessments was founded. First of all, those who
object to faculty surveys claim that students are not 'deficient' in second language; they are
simply developing. What is lacking on their part is partially due to the fact that ESL students
come from another language and culture group, and so it is obvious that they will not possess
some of the skills of an educated native speaker of English. However, there is another
culturally instilled reason for what some call a 'deficiency.' As Ginther and Grant mention
(1996), part of what is missing.in this picture of students' needs also has to do with students'
roles as oniskiers to the discourse community of the university setting. According to their
monograph, all too often students expend most of their energy trying to figure out v/hat their
teachers think is important for them to know. The focus for undergraduates is usually on
'getting the grade,' which depends largely on their ability to intuit what the professors think is
important. While professors assign papers and projects to try to force students to engage in a
certain kind of thinking, statistics from Ginther and Grant (1996) show that this is not the
reality for undergraduates. The results show that undergraduates work solelyfor grades, not
for the sake of the knowledge to be gained. Unfortunately, this keeps them outsiders to the
discourse community, where they are "expected to admire and report on" the experts' work,
but not to participate in the creation of knowledge in collaboration with the discourse
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community (p. 19). The faculty often seem to place more value onundergraduates' abilities to
meet classroom expectations (even ifthose expectations are unclearly stated) than they do
upon independent thinking which might lead a student to question the experts. Furthermore, •
independent thinking is not something which can be easily stimulated in short order. Fostering
this kind ofdevelopment takes years of training and enlightenment to reach this level of
%
empowerment, and this kind oftraining is simply not widely available tomost
undergraduates. However, some individuals and institutions are attempting to do just that, by
empowering undergraduate students to have a say in their own education.
Student Perceptions
One way ofempowering students is to take their opinions into account when
assessing their educational needs, and there have been several attempts to do this in recent
years. According to Larsen-Freeman and Long (1991), self-assessments by learners is one
way to gain insights into the process ofsecond language acquisition (SLA). One way to
conduct self-assessments is through introspection by learners about their experiences. While
there is some debate about the accuracy of self-assessments, it is still an important way to
gather information from learners. As Larsen-Freeman and Long write, "Although there is
some question about the validity of such self-report data, using introspection as aresearch
method is an old tradition in psychology" (Larsen-Freeman and Long, 1991, p. 15). The use
of self-assessment techniques has been applied in several different studies in recent years.
Many SLA researchers have employed avariety of tactics to elicit such introspection.
A 1986 study by Christison and Krahnke tried to gain insight into the needs ofeighty ESL
learners who had completed work in an intensive English program and continued on to study
at an American university, by means ofinterviews of international students. The students,
who were enrolled in five different universities, came from a variety oflanguage backgrounds
and represented many ofthe same fields mentioned in the faculty studies above as most
attractive to international students (business, engineering, sciences, humanities, and compu\eT
science) When interviewed about which language skills they had to use most in their current
situations in regular university courses, students ovenvhelmingly agreed that eighty percent of
their use of the English language was spent on reading and listening (p.70). Furthermore, they
reported that the most difficult tasks for them were speaking and listening to lectures, and
they indicated that they would definitely recommend adding courses in speaking and listening
to their previous English studies, especially courses involving NSE and authentic tasks (pp.
68-69). The course which was most otten mentioned as least useful to them were grammar
courses
Another recent study by Leki and Carson (1^394) asked 33 ESL students at two large
state universities to consider what types of skills from academic writing courses were most
helpful to them In order ofdecreasing importance, students indicated that the most useful
skills learned in these courses were the task-management strategies (such as planning and
hrainstorming). and then came rhetorical skills such as organizing papers, creating transitions
and coherence The tliird most useful skill area mentioned was how to apply language
proticiencv tactics (such as using grammar and vocabulaiy) and thinking skills such as how to
argue logically or analyze an issue- While these skills are not new towriting instaictors, it is
interesting to note the ranking of these skills by the students themselves.
This analvsis is quite different from the results ot faculty surveys onwriting tasks
which were reported earlier in this literature review, which mainly expressed the fype.sof
assiunments which were tvpical for graduate or undergraduate students In addition, students
also expressed other refreshinglv novel needs in this study. Predominant among those
percei\ed needs was the students' desire for help in developing their effiaency oflanguage
processing., especially speed in vocabulary' retrieval and grammatical access. The students in
this study expressed frustration with being reduced to imprecise methods ofself-expression in
English because ofthe amount oftime it took them just to access the words and grammatical
forms necessary to express themselves accurately. While efficiency and speed ofvocabulary
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retrieval are not easy skills to attempt to teach students inwriting courses, they are certainly
worthy, useful areas to tackle, and quite a switch from the usual topics ofacademic writing
courses. Asecond concern expressed by these students had to do with thedifficulty level of
the ESL courses. These students felt that there was quite a discrepancy between the difficulty
level ofwriting assignments for English for Academic Purposes (EAP) courses and other
courses' writing assignments; specifically, they indicated that EAP courseswere too easy.
Students also stressed the desire for a variety of .writing experiences (not just writing personal
essays), and for demanding enough tasks to really challenge them, including the ability to use
outside sources of information in order to transform knowledge, rather thanjust to report
facts orother people's ideas. This perspective is directly related to the concept of
empowerment and the discourse community ofthe university which was mentioned above.
As Sarah Benesch (1996) reported in a study surrounding a method ofcritical needs
analysis, there is a distinction between the needs which students express for themselves and
those which are expressed by the faculty and administrators ofa university which Benesch
calls "demands";
I do not coll llicin learner needs becausc ihis icrm confuscs institutional demands
;md learners' desires and bccause it \ alcrizcs features of ihe target situation
thai may not be conduci\ c to learning. . . These forms ofteaching and testing
resulted from political and fiscal considerations (defunding ofpublic higher
education and administrative decisions about where to save money), not
pedagogical ones. (p. 732)
Indeed, Benesch insists that it is crucial for needs analysis to recognize the power relations
of the current situation and to create the possibility of change for those who lack power.
Students must have a voice in determining what they need, and must be given powerover
their own learning process.
The aforementioned literature illustrates many important issues in conducting needs
assessments in ESL programs, and the distinction between faculty and student perceptions is
crucial to understanding this thesis. In Chapter 3, I will focus on the methods ofcomparing
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faculty and student opinions. Chapter 4 will explain how' students' perceived needs differ frona
jthefaculty perceptions reported by Myers eta/., with special emphasis ondifferences
between colleges and other categories of learners served in the ENSOL Program.
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CHAPTERS. METHODS
In the previous chapter, I discussed the critical literature to date on assessing learner
needs in ESL programs. This chapter will explain the methods used to obtain and analyze the
information which I will present in Chapter 4. The methods used in this research are what
Ragin (1994) calls comparative. This thesis lacks the breadth and scope of a quantitative
study, and the depth of a qualitative research, where the focus is on the commonalities
between individualswith careful probing study of a few cases. According to Ragin, however,
"Comparative researchers examine patternsof similarities and differences across a moderate
number of cases. The number of cases is limited because one of the concerns of comparative
research is to establish familiarity with each case in a study" (p.105). Furthermore, the
eniphasis in comparative research is upon explaining the reasons for the differences between
cafegories of cases. In other words, a comparative researcher would ask herselfwhat the
ditTerences were between two groups of individuals who are alike in many ways, andwhy
there were such differences.
In this research, the number of participants is relatively small (n=13), because I wanted
to provide a more close-up view of the types of undergraduate ESL students who take
ENSOL courses. I attempt to contrast these students' perceptions of theENSOL Program
with the faculty's opinions reported by Myers eial. (1995). This study is comparative on
several levels as Well. First of all, I compared three different sources, all ofwhich used
different methods of recording information. These three sources were my interviews with
students (oral and written questions), the course syllabi the students provided (written
documents), and the faculty study by Myers eia!, (aquantitative written survey). In addition,
I used comparative methods to analyze and look for patterns within my interview data, by
comparing students according to the college in which they studied, their native languages, and
other cate^ories.
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There were four basic questions which I was investigating in this study:
/. What (Jo the ESL students who take ENSOL courses believe
they gainfrom these courses? Do these beliefs differ according
Jo the college in which they are enrolled or other student characteristics?
2. tlow well do the various types ofstudentsfeel they were preparedfor their
academic coursework upon leaving the ENSOL Program?
3. Are there other skills and needs which are not being addressed by the English
ENSOL Program?
4. How do the students' perceptions compare with thefaculty's perceptions?
In order to investigate these questions, a series of three-part interviews were carried out with
thirteen undergraduate students at Iowa State University. To answer the first question, I
asked students to respond to a written questionnaire about how well they could perform
certain language tasks in their academic courses. For the second and thirdquestions, I
interviewed the student participants about their experiences in their courses. For the final
question. I compared students' oral and written responses to my questions with professors'
responses on the faculty study conducted by Myers et al. and with syllabi provided by the
students. IVIy goal for my interviews was to end up with twoor three students from each
college which is predominant among students who take ENSOL courses. All of the students
interviewed had taken an ENSOL course within the past two years (the time duringwhich I
have been a teaching assistant at this institution).
Selecting Subjects
Because one of the purposes behind this research was to discover if international
undergraduate students had different language needs according to college, I decided to
interview representatives from each ofthe colleges which were most often served in the
ENSOL Program. In order to do this, I obtained class lists from all undergraduate ENSOL
courses during the past two years (i.e., from 1996 and 1997). From these lists, itwas also
possible to verify the colleges in which the students were enrolled. The total numbers of
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studetits from each college were tallied and the top six colleges were identified At the time of
this writing, the most commonly served colleges among the ENSOL undergraduate classes
were Agriculture, Design, Business, Liberal Arts and Sciences (LAS), Engineering, and
Family and Consumer Sciences (FCS) The totals for this information are summarized in
Table 3.1 Once the tallying was accomplished, the students' names for each college were
alphabetized, and then students whom I had taught in ENSOL 10IC were eliminated from the
contenders for interviews, to ensure that there would be no bias in the interviews (either on
their part or mine) In this time period. Engineering was the most frequent college named for
the undergraduate students enrolled in ENSOL courses, with seventy-nine (79) students,
follovsed by the Business College, whose students numbered seventy-one (71) for those years.
The next most frequent colleges named by students in the ENSOL Program were LAS
(specifically, the department ofComputer Science) with twenty-three (2}) students.
Agriculture with sixteen {10) students, FCS with fifteen (15) students, and Design with nine
(^"M students It is evident that the vast majority of our students in ENSOL are Engineering
and Business students, which is not surprising, considering Iowa State University's reputation
with technology
Table .» ! Most common colleues for students enrolled in the ENSQL Program (1996-1997)
Agriculture 16
Business 71
Engineering 79
PC'S 15
l.AS 2.>
Desi^n 9
Since the aim of the interv iews was to end up with two to three students interviewed
from each college. I chose to contact approximately six individuals per college to request an
intei-viow. in the liopes that about half of them would reply In order to ensure the
randomness of the selection. 1divided the total number of students in each college by six, and
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then used the resulting number to count off the subjects for my interviews. After contacting
the first groups of six students from each college by e-mail, I asked those who responded to
participate in these interviews. As I expected, the response rate for all colleges was low, with '
only one to three responses per college, and that only after much pleading and continued
requests. With some colleges (Agriculture and LAS, for example) none of the first set of
individuals contacted ever responded to my repeated requests, so a second batch of subjects
was chosen. To do this, 1simply selected the next people on the Ust alphabetically after each
of the first subjects' names. Fortunately, the second round of requests resulted in positive
responses from at least one individual in each college.
Participants
The students who participated in this research reflect all six undergraduate colleges
which comprise Iowa State University, although there is an imbalance in favor of the Business
students. Of the thirteen students who participated, three wereEngineering students, five
were Business students, two were Family and Consumer Science students, and one
representative each came from the Colleges of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Agriculture, and
Design.
The participants in this research also represented a broad spectrum of backgrounds, as
well. Table 3.2 shows the individual data on these respondents. With regards to age, the
participants ranged from eighteen to thirty-seven, but the majority of them (eleven outof
thirteen) were between the ages of twenty and twenty-five years old. Both genders were
represented almost equally, with seven males and six females. Themost common country of
origin was Malaysia, with four representatives, followed by Japan and Indonesia with two a
piece, and one representative each for China, Korea, Panama, Thailand, and Saudi Arabia.
These nationalities also basically mirror the native languages represented in this research, with
one exception: some of the Malaysian and Indonesian speakers spoke Chinese as their native
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Table 3.2: Student data
iVative Salive . [rrival i'enrs of E.ySOL /' major
CounUy L.angnage Gender College in USA /•Mgl'cvjfifi Courses classes
Saudi Arabia Arabic 37 M AGR(AnSci) Fall 1995 7 B 8
China Chinese 35 F BUS(MIS) July 1994 7 CE 2
- Malaysia Chinese 21 M ENGR(IE) Fall 1996 7 B. C. E 4
Malaysia Chinese (Mandarin) 22 F BUS(MIS) Aug. 1996 16 C i
Indonesia Indonesian 20 F BUS (Fin.) Fall 1995 3 C 4
Indonesia Indonesian IH M ENGR(EE) July 1996 6 B. C 6
Japan Japanese 2-i F FCS(HRl) May 1994 8 C 7
Japan Japanese 23 M LAS (Comp.Sci Fall 1996 5 C 3
Korea Korean 25 F FCS (HDFS) Aug. 1996 7 B 6
Malaysia Malay 21 M ENGR(ME) Fall 1997 10 C 2
Malaysia Malaysian (Bahasa) 23 M BUS Aug. 1994 12 C. E 2
Panama Spanish 20 M BUS Aug. 1996 10 B,C 2
Thai Thai 24 F DESIGN May 1996 6 E 12
*This student resided in the United States from birth to age 10, and returned for college in
1996.
language, and thus Chinese was the most common native language mentioned by the
participants, with three responses.
As far as the participants' prior training in English, the results were amazingly varied.
Some of the students indicated having as much as sixteen years of English in their home
countries before arriving in the United States, but the majority of the students had studied
English for five to ten years at home. Some of them had been in the United States for asmany
as four years at the time of the interviews, but the most common date of arrival was 1996 with
five responses. As I came to find out, their exposure to English in theUnited Statesappears
to be a factor in their success as university students; more will be said on this later.
Faculty Survey
Although I did not conduct the original faculty survey which is used as a part of this
comparative study (see Appendix E), it is important to note some of the methods used in
collecting this data as well. This written survey was sent to 1760 faculty members from all
seven colleges (the 6 undergraduate colleges plus veterinary medicine) at Iowa State
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University, with a response rate of approximately 27%, or 476 responses. The questions
asked faculty members which kinds of reading, listening^ speaking, and writing tasks they
typically assign to students in the courses they taught. The professors were also asked to
distinguish between the types of activities which they assign undergraduate versus graduate
students. For the purpose of my research, I only considered those responseswhich
specifically dealt with undergraduate students. Each faculty member's responseswere tallied
according to the types of skill activities, and answerswere recorded by college, so that it was
possible to see some patterns of differences in the kinds ofwork which students are expected
to complete in each field of study. In my study, the data collected from these faculty members
was compared with the students' responses from my oral andwritten interviews andwith
course syllabi provided by the students (see below). Although the response rate of the Myers
el aL survey is low, it provided some illuminating insights into the differences between student
and faculty perceptions of the ENSOL program.
Interview Methods
Pilot Study
Apilot study was conducted in December 1997 to identify possible problems with the
questionnaires and the interview questions to be used. The participant inthe pilot study was
an international student who was currently enrolled in first-year composition (English 104).
Shewas a Business student from Indonesia, and her comments proved to be veryhelpilil. For
instance, she indicated that some of the wording of questions was conllising, and helped me to
revise the questions accordingly. The first oral question, in particular, was reworded because
ofher input (I used "To what exten! do youfee! (hafyotir English improvedas a re'svli ofthe
ENSO/. coursesyou look here al lowu Suue UniversHy?" instead of "How much didyour
English improve hecause ofthe ENSOL Program'.^") Afew other minor changes in wording
were made at this point, and the form ofthe questions was approved by the Human Subjects
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Committee (a board of individuals who review ethical considerations in conducting research
with human participants—see Appendix B).
Written Questionnaire
The interviews themselves consisted of three parts: obtaining written consent, a
written questionnaire to collect individual information, and an oral interview. As 1mentioned
in the literature review (Chapter 2), some researchers have concerns about the accuracy of
self-assessments, but since this study is comparative, rather than purely quantitative, I hoped
that the students' self-assessments would provide useful information about their perceptions of
the ENSOL Program. The written questionnaire asked for background information such as
native language, length of time in the United States, and which ENSOL courses the students
had taken, and the second part of the questionnaire asked students to indicate how well they
felt that they could perform various reading, speaking, listening, and writing tasks in English
(either 'veiy well,' 'okay,' or 'not well'). Some of the questions further asked students to
distinguish between their performance on these activities within or outside their colleges,
because Iwondered if the subject matter of the communication had an impact upon their
perceptions of success. The complete written questionnaire is included in Appendix A.
The purpose of the personal information section was to allow me to make some
comparisons ofthe students regarding their studies ofEnglish here at Iowa State University
and in their home countries, and also regarding how many courses they had taken in their
students so far. The section which asked how well they were able to perform certain activities
had two purposes: to get students thinking about specific ways in which they use English, and
to give me some information about how well they felt they were prepared to meet the
challenges ofstudying at Iowa State University. Typically, the written questionnaire took
about 10 minutes to complete, although some students had difficulty filling out the personal
information section because of some confusion about the wording of the prompts. For
instance, in the individual information section, some students were uncertain whether they
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were supposed to list only their current English courses or all the courses in which they were
currently enrolled at the prompt, "Courses you are now taking." As indicated on the Human
Subjects forms; neither students' nor professors' names were used in any of the data
recording, to ensure their confidentiality and the subjects' freedom to respond honestly, and
they were assigned aliases in all the cominents recorded here.
As the students were filling out the written questionnaire, I made copies of the syllabi
they had brought with them to the interviews. These syllabi, unfortunately, were not available
from all students in ever>' major, as some students forgot to bring them to the interviews. The
syllabi represented courses that the students were currently enrolled in for their major. The
purpose of collecting the syllabi, again, was to collect data which could illustrate the students'
and faculty's perceptions about required activities for each college and how students were
graded in those courses.
Oral Interviews
Once the written questionnaire was completed. I asked the students a series of oral
questions (see below). I asked the questions in the order listed below, unless the information
requested in that question had.already been answered in a previous response, and I took notes
during the oral intep>' iews. I also tape-recorded the oral portion of the interviews, just incase
1missed someof the wording of their comments. Formost students the tape recorderwas not
more than a momentary distraction; fortunately, they quickly-seemed to forget about the
presence of the machine.
The following questions were used in the oral interviews:
/. To whtt! extent doyoufee! thaiyour English improved as a result of
the hlNSOI. classesyou took here at Iowa.State University?
2. How couldyou have improved faster?
3. ifyou couldhave addeda class toyour En,^Hsh preparation here, what
would it have heen?
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4. Wouldyonmake anyotherchanges toyourEnglish studies here? What?
Why?
5. How well didyoufeel that the Enghsh classesyou took herepreparedyoufor
your academic classes?
6.' Howwell have the IowaState University English classesyou have taken here
helpedyou tomeet yoursocialpracticalneeds in the U.S.A.?
7. Ifpossible, wouldyouhave studied English herefor a longer or shorter
time? or wasyour length ofEnglish study here about right?
-v. Inyour English classes, which activities contributedmost toyour
improvement in English?
9. Which acti\-Hies doyoufeel contributed least toyour improvement?
U). Ifyou could make ai}y recommendations to international studentsjust
arriving at IowaState University, what wouldyou .suggest?
II. Didyou take ENSOL iOlE? Was it helpful toyou?Could the
course be improved? How?
In these interviews, my role as researcher was mainly that ofa observer and recorder.
1 tried not to allow my expectations or prejudices to color the tenor of the interviews too
much, and to just allow the students to talk at length about their perceptions. However, if
students were confused by the wording ofa question, Iusually elaborated on the concept with
definitions. Sometimes I commented on their remarks, but I tried to allow them to have their
'full say' before 1described my own experiences in teaching ENSOL lOlC.
My original intent for these interviews was to conduct focus group sessions from each
college to allow the students to respond to and gain ideas trom other students in their college.
However, this was simply impossible to schedule, and so almost all of the interviews were
conducted individually, except for two sessions which resulted in joint interviews, one
between twoBusiness students and another between one LAS student and anFCS student.
These students had remarkably different experiences and attitudes regarding their opinions of
ENSOL, but seemed to becomfortable enough to respond openly in this format.
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Analysis of Data
Several methods were used to analyze the results of this research. First of all, the oral
interviews were taped, and these tapes were transcribed to ensure that I recorded the students'
comments accurately and completely. Unfortunately, the tape recordermalfunctioned during
several of the early sessions, and thus the depth of responses from those sessionswas limited
to the notes which I had taken during the interviews. I looked for similarities and differences
among the respondents' comments, and also compared the results of the oral interviewswith
the students' written responses, but 1also used their comments as illustrations for patterns
discovered in the written questionnaires.
The responses from the written portion of the intej-view were listed on a spreadsheet
(see Appendix C) and then sorted in several ways. This is one of the comparative methods 1
used, whereby the responses to the written questionnaires were sorted by categories of
personal data (such as native language or college, for example), to look for patterns of
responses in the written questions. Thus, I sorted the responses according to gender, for
instance, and i looked for patterns of responses among the responses, and then I sorted the
students' responses according to length of time in the U.S., for example, and looked for
patterns there, and so on. Some of the categories of personal data revealed a pattern, and
others showed only random individual responses. The results of this comparison are reported
in Chapter 4.
The students' comments were also compared with the results of the faculty survey
conducted by Myers ci al. by another simple comparative method; i.e.. I looked to see if the
students' and faculty's perceptions on a topic were essentially positive or negative in nature.
While there are enormous differences in the nature of the responses in the three sources
(because one is quantitative while the others are more qualitative), there were comparable
categories in the data. For example, both the faculty survey and my written questionnaires
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asked participants to indicate what kinds ofactivities the students were expected to perform
and how well the students could do those activities. It was a fairly simple matter to compare
these two sources.
I also reviewed the syllabi from the subjects' college courses for information about the
types ofassignments upon which the students were typically graded in each college, and made
some comparisons of the expected uses ofEnglish in their college. These ideas were also
compared with the results ofthe faculty survey, to see if faculty perceptions about language
use were reflected in the grading methods reported on the syllabi. Unfortunately, some ot the
students did not remember to bring a syllabus from their courses to the interviews, so there
were some colleues which were not represented by syllabi in my comparison (e.g.. Design and
LAS).
Thus, there were several comparative methods used in reviewing the data for this ,
study, and the results were a rich and interesting picture ofthe interplay ofstudent and faculty
perceptions of the ENSOL program. These results are reported in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
As I stated in Chapter 3, the intent of this investigationwa.s to look for patterns of
variation between the three sources of information which are under comparison here. The
information is taken from interviews with thirteen students (representing the six colleges most
commonly served by the ENSOL Program), from syllabi provided by the students (which
represent upper-level courses in their college fields of study in which they were currently
enrolled), and from a faculty survey conducted at this university in 1995, In this comparison,
I wanted to answer four basic questions;
/. do {he 1-lSL sliichnis who take ENSOL courses believe
they}iainfrom these courses? Do these beliefsdiffer according
K) ihe college in which they are enrolledor otherstudent characteristics?
2. How well do the various types of studentsfeel they were preparedfor their
academic coursework upon leaving(he ENSOL Program?
3. Are there other necessary skills which are not being addressed by the
l-'.NSOL Program?
4. How do studentsperceptions compare withfaculty perceptions?
I asked the students in my interviews two sets of questionnaires to look into these four
concerns (above), and these questionnaires followed a pattern which corresponded inmany
ways to the faculty survey by Myers et al. For example, where Myers et al. asked faculty
members to explain the types of activities they expected their students to participate in, the
written questionnaire portion ofmy interviews asked students to assess how well they could
perform those types ofactivities (such as reading a chapter from a textbook within their
colleges). The faculty's reports of the kinds ofactivities which were expected of their students
were also compared to the syllabi from students' actual courses from the Spring 1998
semester, in order to compare students' and teachers' perceptions with the assignments upon
which their grades were based in those courses.
The three-way comparison yielded some interesting insights into the needs and
perceptions ofthe individuals who are served by the ENSOL program. The results ot my
analysis will be presented in four sections. The first section addresses language group
variations, another explains the ditTerences in tasks and perceptions according to college, a
third section focuses on case studies of two extremes of the spectrum of individuals served by
the ENSOL Program, and a fourth details the students' recommendations for modifying the
program.
The students who participated in these interview s came from a variety of backgrounds
and language groups (see Table 3.2). The first student, AJi (all names presented here are
pseudonyms, to'ensure the confidentiality of responses), was a 37-year-old Animal Science
(College ofAgriculture) student from Saudi Arabia. He was the only Arabic speaker in the
group, and he took only ENSOL 101B. There were three speakers of Chinese, althoughonly
one of them was from China; the other two were from Malaysia. The first of these Chinese
speakers was Chin, a 35-year-old Business student from Chinawho took ENSOL 10IC and
E; the second, Mah-Li, was a 21 -year-old Industrial Engineering student from Malaysia who
took ENSOL 101 B, C, and E; and the third was Mi Chang, a 22-year-old Business student
from Malaysia who had taken only ENSOL 10IC. Therewere two other Malaysians, but
their native language wasMalay, not Chinese. The first of them was a 21-year-old
Mechanical Engineering student named Maileko who also took ENSOL lOlC, and the second
a 23-year-old Business student named Mosasih who had taken ENSOL 101 C and E. There
were also two Indonesian speakers, Zana and Irian. Zana was a twenty year oldBusiness
student, and took just ENSOL 10 IC; Irian was an 18-year-old Electrical Engineering student
who took both ENSOL 101B and C, The other three students each represented a different
language and country. The first of them was a Korean speaker who took only ENSOL lOlB
named Ku-Ae. She was a 25-year-old FCS major. There was also a 20-year-old Spanish
speaking Business student froni Panama named Pedro, who took ENSOL 101 B and C. The
tlnal member of this group was a Thai speaker named Thiyan. She was a 24-year-old Design
student who took ENSOL 101E. All of these students had taken their ENSOL courses in the
past two years (i.e., from IQ96-10Q7).
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Language Group Variations
As is shown in Table 4.1, the students I interviewed represented many language
backgrounds. Tliere were some important differences in students' perceptions of the ENSOL
Program according to language background. These differences are basedon students'
perceptions reported in the written questionnaires.
Table 4.1: Language groups of student participants
Chinese (Mandarin) 3
Indonesian 2
Japanese 2
Malaysian 2
Arabic 1
Korean 1
Spanish 1
Thai 1
First of all an interesting observation can bemade about the twoMalaysian speakers
in this group. Both of these two individuals expressed great confidence in their oral
communication skills, both listening and speaking. The Malaysian speakers in these interviews
indicated that they believed that they could do 'very weW on all listening tasks like listening to
lectures (within or outside their colleges) and understanding their Peers who areNSE. They
also felt that they did 'very ire//' on speaking tasks such as small- and large-group discussions
and oral presentations. Compared to the other language groups represented in this study, the
Malaysians were the only ones who seemed to feel this way about their oral skills. All the
other groups indicated that speaking skills were among the most ditTicult ofall tasks for them.
It is interesting to note, as well, that when these learners were asked which kinds ofactivities
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were difticult for them, the Malaysians said that wriiinfr research papers was the most difficult
skill.
Adifferent pattern is evident with the three Chinese speakers in these interviews, very
different from the Malaysian speakers. The Chinese speakers did not believe that they could
perform many language skills 'very well' compared to the Malaysians; instead, they claimed
that they only did 'okay' on almost all tasks (with 42/51 responses) mentioned on the written
questionnaire. It is possible that cultural beliefs about humility have shaped the Chinese
speakers" less confident self-assessments, but it is difficult to make such generalizations based
upon this limited information. There could bea variety of other reasons for the difference
between the Chinese and Malaysian speakers as well. Funhermore, the language tasks which
the Chinese students felt were the most difficult for them were the higher order writing skills
such aswriting summaries and research papers, (especially for courses outside their colleges),
and listening to a lecture from a professor outside their major fields of study. Thus, where
theMalaysians find speaking and listening easy but writing to be difficult, theChinese
speakers expressed that there were not many tasks which were easyfor them, and mentioned
that some kinds ot writing and listening outside their colleges were really very hard.
In contrast, the tasks mentioned by the Indonesians as the most difficult for them were
not written ones. The two Indonesian speakers I interviewed generally expressed a
considerable amount ot confidence in their abilities to use English (fifteen out of thirty-four
responses given on thewritten questionnaire indicated that they felt that theycould do most
language tasks Vt'o- welt), but for these individuals, reading articles from journals in or
outside their colleges was difficult; they felt that they could 'not [do] wciP with such tasks.
However, the Indonesians revealed that they thought the most difficult tasks of all for them-
were the spoken ones, such as small/large group discussions and.oral presentations.
On the other hand, the Korean speaker, Ku-Ae, felt that she could read 'very well' but
said that the most difficult things for her to do were the speaking and listening tasks. She felt
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that she could 'not [do] iiv//' on any of the oral tasks, but said that speaking in small and
large group discussions and oral presentations were the most difficult tasks for her.
Among" the two Japanese students, there was considerable variation, so that it was not
possible to see a clear pattern of results, however. It is possible that these individual's
personal differences account for their variations, as opposed to cultural/language influences
which were noted in other groups, but no pattern is easily recognizable as .a language group in
this data.
What do these patterns mean, then? There are numerous possibilities. First of all,
culture and language are inextricably mixed, and so it is likely that different language
backgrounds indicate distinctions in culture, and perception. Many of the patterns above could
easily be attributed to ditTerences in cultural beliefs. Also, there are great differences in the
basic language structures between English and the languages spoken by the participants could
easily be impacting the NNSE's perceptions of their language abilities, for if the native
languages are very ditTerent from English, learning English canbe quite difficult. Theremay
be other social factors which affect student perceptions as well; for example, differences in
teaching methodologies which were used in students' native countries could easily have
influenced the students' perceptions of their English use. (For an interesting discussion of the
impact ofMalaysian students' differences in perceptions of reading, see Lia Plakan's thesis
entitled Jiackgrounds inLI iHeracy andanimdcs toward lext inan kSOL writing classroom,
I
19%.)
Learner beliefs also have a tremendous impact on their Hiture success or
ditTiculty aswell. The beliefs of these different language groups abouf language tasks is
intriguing because they provide insight into their expectations, and expectations can impact
their degree of success in the future. For instance, ifMalaysians have a tendency to feel
confident about their abilities to perform English speaking and listening tasks,.they will
probably experience those activities as positive ones in the future; likewise, the Korean and
Indonesian speakers' perceptions that all speaking activities are difficult may also be likely to
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cause them to continue to experience speaking Englishas a negative thing. Thus, learner
expectations and perceptions about language can shape their experiences. Of course, learner
perceptions are only one part of the formula which accounts for student success; many other
factors must be taken into consideration, too, such as cultural beliefs, prior education and
experience, natural talent, and motivation, just to name a few. However, this notion of self-
flilfilling expectations is important to the discussion about teachers' and learners' pkceptions
in the next section as well, where I will compare the differences in perceptions between the
students and the faculty who are their teachers.
Variation by College
In the previous section, I noted differences in perception according to the native
language groups of the students. To find those differences, I considered only the results of
the students' written questionnaires. However, in this section, the students' perceptions will be
compared with those ofa sample ofprofessors at Iowa State University, to look-at patterns of
differences between the two groups. In order to do this, the results of the faculty survey
conducted by Myers et al in 1995 will be compared with the students written and oral
responses to inter\Mew questions and the syllabi which these students submitted from their
college area courses. The different colleges which were represented in this study are
summarized in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Colleges and major departments of participants
C'o/le^c Major qfSlm/cn/s
Agriculture/Animal Science ^
Business/Finance or Management of Information Systems 5
Design/Graphic Design ^
Engineering/Industrial. Electrical, or Mechanical Engineering 3
FCS/Hotel and Restaurant Mgmt, or Human Development and Family Systems 2
LAS/Computer Science ^
There were tremendous differences in the ways that students and faculty members
viewed ESLstudents' useof English in these sources. There are also important differences in
the types of language tasks which are assigned to students according to their colleges of
study. This disparity in perception and actual requirements leads to some intriguing findings.
The Business College
In this investigation, the largest proportionof students (five out of thirteen) were
I
students in the College of Business. TheBusiness students discussed here came from
Malaysia (2), China (1), Indonesia (1), and Panama (1). Two ofthe students were males, and
three were females. As is shown in Table 4.3, the most strikingperception to note here is
that these Business students reported that they did 'very we/C on all the receptive skills of
listening and reading on the written questionnaire (respectively, tasks such as listening to
lectures and Peers who are NSE. and reading chapters and articles from journals). They
obviously felt veo' comfortable about their ability to perform these receptive tasks. However,
they were less confident about their ability to speak, and most of their responses on the
written questionnaire reveal that they believe that they can perform speaking tasks such as
small and large group discussions and oral presentations Just 'okay.' In fact, none ofthe
Business students believed that they could speak 'very well' in any speaking task and many
said that this was the most difficult language task for them. This was also reflected in the oral
interviews, for all of the Business students indicated that they would like to add a class in
public speaking to the ENSOL Program. As one Business student named Mosasih said,
Aclass in public speaking would be good,. . , especially torme. Inmy country
we really don't have a chance to speak English with someone else, even though
we have had English class. We speak our own language with the teacher so
that we can understand better. Both conversational skills and public speaking
are hard, because over here, Iowa State [University] has a lot ot international
students. Most of them stick together with each other, and then they don't have
a chance to speak English. I think if Iowa State [University] would offer more
speaking classes like oral public speaking, it would begreat.
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Table 4.3: Business students' perceptions of language abilities
Language Skills Very Well Okay Not Well
Reading
0-a text chap, (in major) 2 3
-a text chap, (non-major) 2 3 0
-a journal article (in major) 2 3 0
-a journal article (non-major) 1 4 0
Listening
1 1-to a lecture (in major) j
-to a lecture (non-major) 2 0
-understand NSE peers 2 3 0
Writing
0-answering Ch. Q's (in major) 2 3
-answering Ch. Q's (non-major) 1 4 0
-taking notes 9 0
-a summary (in major) 0 5 0
-a summary (non-major) 0 5 0
-a research paper (in major) 0 5 0
-a research paper (non-major) 0 5 0
Speaking
0-in small group discussions 3 2
-in large group discussions 2 2 1
-in oral presentations 2 3 0
There are obviously many factors which impact these students' perceptions about
speaking English. As IVIosasih mentioned, students from similar language backgrounds tend
to form language'cliques' within their colleges, and these frequently detract from their desire
or need to communicate in English with their peers.
On the other hand, the Business students' confidence about their ability to read and
listen to English is not shared by the Business faculty surveyed by Myers et a/, in 1995.
.Among the 476 professors who responded to that survey, there were seventeen who
represented the Business College, all ofwhom teach undergraduates. (Some of these faculty
members also taught graduate students, but this investigation only considers undergraduates,
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so only the responses of the faculty which pertain to undergraduate students will be reported
here.) TheseBusiness professors hadgreater reservations about the international students'
English language skills than the students did.
As I mentioned earlier, the Business students had great confidence in their listening
and reading abilities, saying that for tliemost part theydid 'veiywell' on these tasks.
However, almost half of the Business faculty reported in this surs'ey (47%, oi* 8/17), felt that
their undergraduate international students had problems with reading, and an even greater
proportion (76% or 13/17) indicated that the ESL students had difficulties with listening. This
is a pattern that appears time and again in my investigation: the students expressed the
perception that they were confident in their abilities to perform tasks, while the professors
expressed serious doubts about these abilities.
The professors' lack ofconfidence in the students' receptive skills is disturbing when
one notes that Business courses often involve daily reading assignments ofone or two
chapters or articles, according to the syllabi I reviewed from Business courses and the faculty's
survey responses. Furthermore, in reference to particular types oflistening skills, all ofthe
Business faculty respondents indicated that in their Business courses students must listen to
lectures andunderstand individual discussions with the professor, and eighty percent of those
surveyed also expect students to listen to large group discussions, and yet three-fourths of
these faculty members expressed that international students have problems with listening.
This relates to Ann Johns's suggestion that ESL students be more rigorously trained in the
receptive skills rather than the productive skills (1981 p. 55). Obviously, the small number of
Business faculty members who responded to this survey may not be tiuly representative ofthe
entire Business faculty, but the trend is interesting, even ifit is not a representative sample. It
is apparent that the faculty's beliefs are quite different from the students' beliefs that they
could listen and read 'very well.'
With regards to their productive abilities ofspeaking and writing, the Business
students had professed less confidence, saying that they performed only 'okay instead of very
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well.' The Business faculty were even more concerned about these skills than the students.
Eighty-eight percent (88%) of the faculty surveyed believed that students had problems with
both speaking and writing. The faculty indicated on the survey that in their Business classes
students must speak in large "group discussions (94%), individual discussions with professors
(64%), group projects (58%), small group discussions (52%), and in giving oral presentations
(35%) This corresponds to Ferris and Tagg's claim that Business is the most interactive
major into which ESL students enroll (1996 a, b); however, this claim is somewhat refuted in
the results of the College Engineering (see below). It is clear, however, that these speaking
scenarios can be very intimidating to international students, who feel that their speaking skills
are viewed critically by NSE. As Mosasih fijrther explained, "When we speak in a public
place, everybody was [sic] paying attention to us, so every error is huge." It is logical then
that these students would ask for a class in public speaking to be added to the ENSOL
Program, for such a course would allow them to practice speaking in a. relatively safe
environment before they would have .to compete with NSE in other courses.
With regards to writing, it is also important to note that on the syllabi which these
Business students brought to the interviews, eighty to one hundred percent of their total
grade in the two Business courses' syllabi were based upon the results of writtenwork, and
this work involves some fairly advanced writing skills. For example, in one course, forty
percent of the grade was based upon written exams, thirty percent was basedon a 'term
project' (an individual writing assignment which could focus oncomputers, a literature review,
or a field study of some kind), and the remaining thirty percent was earned forwritten
'problems' (exercises). In light of the proportion of their grades which were based onwritten
tasks, the fact that 88% of the Business faculty in theMyers e/ al. survey believed that
international students have problems with writing is daunting, to say the least.
In addition, it is generally conceded that ineducational environments, teacher
expectations of students have a tremendous impact upon the learners' success, a phenomenon
which is frequently called a 'self-flilfilling prophecy.' The teacher who has low expectations
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may. unwittingly influence her students to show incompetence, whereas high expectations can
push students to excel. As Mina Shaunessy (1977) aptly said.
The expectations oflearners and teachers powerfully influence what happens in
school. Ifwe do not already know this in our bones, we can find it documented in
studies oflearning. It is a truth both reassuring and disturbing, reassuring because it
reminds us that not all students who have been judged academically inferior are
necessarily or natively so, disturbing because however unsound such judgments may
be at the outset, they do tend gradually to fulfill themselves, causing students to lag
behind their peers a little more each year. . . (p. 275)
If self-fiilfilling prophecies have an important impact on outcomes in education, what do the
faculty's negative opinions do for these Business students?
While it is not reasonable to predict a strong connection between teacher expectations
and students' success, there are certain ramifications to the faculty's perceptions ofESL
students. As I reported in the literature review (Chapter 2), Russikoff discovered that most of
the respondents in her faculty study (65%) say that they grade ESL students' papers exactly
the same as NSE students' papers, but 30% reported to grade ESL students' papers more
leniently. The faculty in the latter group may be said to tolerate more errors because of their
prior perceptions about what ESL learners are capable of, and this in turn could possibly have
an impact on the types of tasks which they assign to their students. It is also possible that
both faculty groups (those who grade more leniently and those who do not) may tone down
the difficulty level of assignments because of their lower expectations ofNNSE. On the other
hand, another possibility is that tliese same faculty could be pushing the ESL students harder
specifically because they have the expectation that the NNSE students must be able to
compete with NSE and be graded with the same criteria as the NSE. Thus, faculty
perceptions are very important in this discussion of students' skills and needs.
.An interesting side note is worth pointing out here about the Business faculty s
responses. While fifteen of the seventeen Business professors surveyed indicated that they felt
that these undergraduate international students had problems with both speaking and writing.
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only three ofthem (17%) said that they would refer the students to another person or place
for help, and none ofthose three would refer the students in need to the English Department,
although they might suggest a private tutor. Furthermore, since little instruction in speaking is
provided for undergraduate students in the ENSOL Program at this time, that could mean that
students would mostly have to gain more tluency in speaking predominantly through their
ownefforts at communication, rather than through direct instruction. It is easy to seehow
international students could feel intimidated by public speaking activities in the classroom
without much formal ESL speech instruction. While most students are required to take a
basic speech class at this university, that can be an overwhelming situation for NNSE, who
have to compete with Peers who are NSE in these classes.
In summary, then, the Business students expressed considerable confidence in their
ability to perform the receptive tasks ofreading and listening, and felt that they were less
effective at writing and speaking, but their professors expressed considerably less confidence
in the students' language skills, especially speaking and writing. The syllabi revealed that
Business students have a substantial amount of reading to do (an idea which is confirmed by
the faculty survey ), and that most of their grades in Business courses are based upon writing
tasks, especially written tests.
Engineering
The second largest proportion of students in my interviews were Engineering students,
who came from China and Malaysia. There are some important differences in the patterns of
students' perceptions about language among this group, but the basic pattern of disparity
between students' perceptions oftheir abilities and the faculty's estimation of those same
abilities holds true for this college as well. Some important differences can also be noted in
the types of activities in which students in this college must participate, compared to the
Business students and others which will be presented later (see Table 4.4).
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Table 4.4; Engineering students' perceptions of language abilities
Language Skills " Vay~Wdl Okay Not Well
Reading
-a text chap, (in major) 1 2 0
-atext chap, (non-major) 1 2 0
-ajournal article (in major) 1 1 1
-a journal article (non-major) 1 ^ 1
Listening
-to a lecture (in major) 0 1
-to a lecture (non-major) 1 1 1
-understand NSE peers 1 2 0
Writing
-answering Ch. Q's (in major) 2 1 0
-answering Ch. Q's (non-major) 1 2 0
-taking notes 2 1 0
-a summary (in major) 0 3 0
-a summary (non-major) 0 3 0
-a research paper (in major) 0 2 0
-a research paper (non-major) 0 3 0
Speaking
-in small group discussions 1 2 0
_in lcir<T*» ornnn 1 1 ^
1 1 1
...
-in large group discussions
-in oral presentations
With regards to the students' perceptions of their skills, the most striking pattern of
response Idiscovered is that wliile Engineering students expressed moderate confidence in
their abilities (one-third of all their responses indicated that they could do required tasks 'very
li t'//.' as compared with over half for Business students), this confidence was primarily limited
to activities within their major. To illustrate this point, the number of veiy yx'ell responses by
En^ineerin" students is smaller for courses outside Engineering; i.e., in non-Engineering
courses, they were more likely to report that they could do 'okay or not well on language
tasks than the Business students. When asked which tasks were the most difficult for them.
The En"ineeriny students believed that the most difficult things for them consisted oftasks
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outside their major areas, such as lectures by a professor outside their students, or writing a
surhmary or research paper for a course outside their college. One might speculate that the
cause of their lack of confidence is a lack of familiarity with the vocabulary in other
disciplines, but there could be other possibilities, which should be investigated further.
Regardless of the cause, though, it is important to notice that the college/nori-college split
which is mentioned here is ore pronounced for Engineering students than for othercolleges.
My review of the course syllabi provided by the Engineering students revealed another
important factor for students in the College of Engineering. In these four syllabi, two of the
course syllabi indicated that the grades in these courses were based solely upon written
products such as written exams, lab reports and homework assignments. There were no oral
components mentioned in the grade calculations for half (2) ot the Engineering courses,
although obviously the students would probably have to have some auditory skills to
understand oral directions and lectures from the professor. However, on the other two
syllabi there was an oral component which was listed asa part of the grading for these
courses, which was worth 15-20% of their grades, and thus speaking ability would bean
important factor in deciding the grades for the students in such courses.
Someof these results are mirrored in the faculty survey byMyerset al. The faculty
survey reveals some interesting patterns about Engineering students' needs which were not as
obvioLis as those noted for the Business students, but which were interestingnonetheless.
Among the 68 Engineering professors who responded to this survey (of476 total faculty
respondents), it was generally believed that the least troublesome language skill for their
international students was reading, with just 54% of the faculty members indicating that
reading was aproblem for their international students. Writing followed reading as aproblem
area frequentlv mentioned (by 75% ot the faculty), and then came listening skills (mentioned
by 77%), and fmally speaking, which 85% ofthe faculty indicated was a problem. Abelief
that the oral and auditory skills are most difficult for students is reflected in the results from
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the faculties of theColleges of Liberal Arts and Sciences (LAS) and Design, aswell.
However, greater proportions ofthe Engineering faculty surveyed believed that listening and
speaking skill areas were troublesome than in the other two colleges (see Table 4.5).
Table 4.5: Percentages ofproblem areas for students as reported by faculty (by colleges)
Skill Areas Engineering FCS
Reading 54% 66%
Writing 75% 70%
Listening 77% 75%
Speaking 85% 79%
LAS
49%
. 55%
65%
68%
To illustrate this table, it appears that the two skills which deal with written texts
(reading and writing) are believed to be less problematic for international Engineering students
than the oral skills of listening and speaking, according to the faculty survey. For instance,
only fifty-four percent ofthe Engineering faculty sur\'eyed reported thar reading was a
problem for their students and 75% reported that writing caused problems for international
Engineering students. These percentages are lower than the percentages for the two oral
skills. However, the lack of confidence in students' writing ability takes on evenmore
importance in light ofthe ideas from the Engineering syllabi which pointed out that 8O-IOO/0
ofastudent's grade is based upon her writing ability. In addition, the typical writing tasks
reported by faculty to be assigned to Engineering students (tests, lab reports, summaries, and
syntheses ofmultiple sources) are somewhat less cognitively complex than those usually
assigned to Business students (tests, syntheses, case studies, critiques, summaries, and
research papers), which again reinforces the importance ofbeing able to write well for
Business students.
For the Engineering faculty surveyed, however, the oral and auditory skills were seen
to cause the greatest problems for NNSE in their classes. Over three-fourths of the
Engineering faculty in the 1995 survey felt that listening was aproblem for their students, and
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85% felt that speaking was a problem. The students' responses to the skill area questions on
the written questionnaire are mixed, but they generally report more confidence in their
listening than in their speaking abilities, with five out of nine responses of 'very well' for
listening activities, but only one out of six responses of 'very well' for speaking. It is
important to note here that 94% of the faculty indicated that their students would be expected
to ask questions in large group discussions, 60% would need to participate in small group
discussions, 57% would have to participate in group projects with peers, and 48 % would
have to make oral presentations.
Surprisingly enough, all of these totals for required speaking activities are higher in the
Engineering faculty than they are for the Business College faculty, and thus speaking appears
to be a very important skill for Engineering students. This is a contradiction of Ferris and
Tagg's results (1996 a; b), which found that Business courses were more interactive {requiring
more speaking) than any other college's courses. Furthermore it is important that speaking is
perceived by faculty as the most problematic skill area for their international Engineering
students, because teacher perceptions can impact student performance and attitudes, as
mentioned above with the Business students, and the Engineering faculty's low expectations of
the students' speaking abilities could lead to problems in courses where students are expected
to speak. For instance, teachers might reduce the expected norms for assignments for ESL
students, or students might feel stressed because professors refuse to accommodateESL
learners' weaknesses with language.
To review, there are several outstanding patterns noted here for the Engineering
students. While the Engineering students were slightly less confident than the Business majors
in the written questionnaires, their biggest concerns were with courses outside their majors.
Again, the Engineering faculty were less confident than the students were about thestudents'
abilities, especially in the areas of oral skills. There is also a greater need for speaking skills in
Engineering courses, as the faculty reported in the faculty survey, and as.was noted in the
Engineering course syllabi in which half of the classes required a group project which
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necessitated group and public speaking skills. In FCS, however, aneven greater need for
speaking skills was discovered, and these results are reported in the next section.
Family and Consumer Sciences
Some different patterns were noticeable in the responses from the College ofFamily
and Consumer Sciences (FCS) students. The two students who represented this college came
from very distinct departments (Hotel, Restaurant, and Institutional Management and Human
Development and Family Systems), and from two different language groups (Korean and
Japanese), but they shared a common response pattern (see Table 4.6). These students had
the lowest confidence in their English abilities ofany other college represented here, with
twelve negative responses (out of34 total, or35%). compared to other students where the
negative responses accounted for less than 28% and Business students who indicated no
negative responses at all. More importantly, both FCS students indicated negative responses
(saying that they did 'nol well') with all speaking activities and listening to Peers who are
NSE. Oneof the students felt that shedid not do well on note-taking and reading articles
outside her college as well. These negative student perceptions on the part ofthe FCS
students are important because ofthe possibility ofa self-fulfilling prophecy which was
mentioned earlier. However, many factors influence students' success orfailure, so it is
unwise to assume that the faculty's/students' negative perceptions about themselves caused X\\q
students' language difficulties. One factor is important to note here: both of the FCS students
were females, and it is possible that Asian cultural ideas about gender were a component in
their poor self-assessments. However, gender was not an overwhelming factor among the
Asian Business students, (more than half ofwhom were females).- who were very confident
about their English abilities (expressing no negative responses whatsoever); so it obviously not
simply an issue of gender. From this preliminary data, it would seem that the college (or
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Table 4.6: FCS students' perceptions oflanguage abilities
Language Skills Very Well Okay Nol Well
Reading
-a text chap, (in major)
-a text chap, (non-major)
-a journal article (in major)
-a journal article (non-major)
1 0
1 0
0 1
1 • 1
Listening
-to a lecture (in major) 0 2 0
-to a lecture (non-major) 0 2 0
-understand NSE peer 0 0 2
Wriiing
-answering Ch. O's (in major) 0 2 0
-answering Ch. Q's (non-major) 0 2 0
-taking notes .1 10
-a summar>-(in major) 1 1 ^
-a summary- (non-major) 0 2 0
-a research paper (in major) 0 2 0
-a research paper (non-major) 0 2 0
Speaking
-in small group discussions 0 0
-in large group discussions 0 0
-in oral presentations 0 ^
2
2
0 2
major) had agreater influence on the students' confidence levels than gender did.
The pattern of faculty perceptions of students abilities which was mentioned above in
the College of Engineering also held true for FCS, with written skills reported as less
troublesome than oral skills, but there were important differences in the types ofactivities
which are required of FCS students. First of all, the FCS faculty respondents (n=54/476)
indicated that the least troublesome skill for international students was still reading, as noted
above in the Engineering and Business sections, but the percentage ot faculty which reported
that students had problems was considerably higher in FCS. In fact, the FCS faculty reported
the highest percentage of student ditTiculty with reading ofany college (66%, compared to
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47% ofBusiness faculty and 54% ofthe Engineering faculty). This high percentage offaculty
doubts about students' reading ability may be partially explained by the fact that FCS students
are required to read more journal articles than any other college mentioned so far. Assigning
ofjournal articles for undergraduate students was reported by 57% ofthe FCS faculty,
compared to 0% for the Business faculty and 22% for the Engineering faculty.
The other skill areas of listening, writing, and speaking were reported to cause
problems for international students by 70%, 75%, and 79% ofthe FCS faculty, respectively.
There are two points ofimportance to discuss about these skill areas. First ofall, FCS
students have a considerable number of professors who require them to write research papers
and syntheses ofmultiple sources ofinformation (reported by 35% ofthe FCS faculty, the
second highest percentage ofany college). It is important, then, to point out that 75% of the
FCS faculty felt that international students had difficulty with writing, because the students in
FCS are required to do more writing than most other colleges (at least according to the
faculty survey).
The second point to be made here is that speaking skills play an essential role in the
College of FCS. The FCS faculty surveyed reported that more than two-thirds of their
courses involved large and small group discussions (79%), individual discussions with the
professor (77%), and oral presentations (68%). As Inoted above, the speaking skills were the
ones which the FCS students were most likely to rate negatively, and both students mentioned
that large group discussion tasks were Ihc most difficult of all for them. In fact, one of the
FCS students named Anoko said, "That's what happens when I have to speak out in a group
discussion. I try to say something, but 1cannot come up with the words quickly, and Istop
the tlow ofconversation. Communication is ditficult with American students because ofsome
attitude differences. They don't want to wait." With 79% ofthe faculty reporting that
international FCS students have trouble with speaking skills, it is clear that there is a
connection between perception and performance, on the part ot both the faculty and the
students. Students' perceptions can cause them to view certain activities negatively because of
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prior experiences or attitudes, and negative faculty perceptions can influence teachers to alter
their assignments or grading techniques for ESL students (see Russikoff 1998).
To summarize the results from the College of FCS, then, it appears that FCS students
are less confident of their skills, especially with speaking and listening to Peers who are NSE,
and the FCS faculty seem to agree with this assessment, since large numbers of the FCS
faculty said that their FCS students had more problems with oral skills than they did with
written ones. This is unfortunate, since two-thirds or more of all the FCS faculty who
responded to the Myers ef al. survey reported that they require spoken reports from their
students. Furthermore, it is notable that the FCS faculty reported the highest percentage of
problems with reading ofany other college, which could be attributed to the fact that more of
the FCS facuhy reported assigning journal articles in their undergraduate courses than in any
other college.
Other Colleges (Agriculture, Design, and Liberal Arts and Sciences [LAS])
The remaining colleges discussed in this report were represented by only one
individual student interview each, so it was hard to decipher categories of student perceptions
based on these inteA'iews. Furthermore, these students did not provide any syllabi from their
courses, which also made it complicated to confirm or analyze the faculty responses in the
same way as I had for Business, Engineering, and FCS. However, there are some points
worth mentioning.
The Design student, Thiyan, was the only Thai student who participated in these
interviews, and she had amixture ofresponses on all the written questions. However, there
was ageneral tendency to express that she had difficulty with reading and writing activities in
classes outside her college (see Table 4.7), a pattern which is similar to the Engineering
students.
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The other colleges represented in the interviews I conducted followed patterns of
faculty perceptions about problem areas which were very similar to those expressed in the
section on Engineering students, with only slight differences in the percentages reported.
Thus, in the Colleges ofDesign and LAS, reading skills were the least problematic, followed
by writing, listening, and then speaking as the most troublesome skill. In this case, Iused only
the faculty responses from the specific department in which the LAS student was enrolled,
namely Computer Science, to assess faculty perceptions.
Table 4.7: Design student's perceptions of language abilities
Language Skills Very Well Okay Not Well
Reading
-a text chap, (in major) 0 \ 0
-a text chap, (non-major) 0 1 0
-a journal article (in major) 1 0 0
-a journal article (non-major) 0 0 1
Listening
-to a lecture (in major) 1 0 0
-to a lecture (non-major) 0 1 0
-understand NSE peer 0 1 0
Wriiing
-answering Ch. Q's (in major) 0 1 0
-answeringCh. Q's (non-major) 0 1 0
-taking notes 1 0
-a .summary (in major) 0 1 0
-a summary (non-major) 0 1
-a research paper (in major) 0 1 0
-a research paper (non-major) 0 0 1
Speaking
-in small group discussions ! 0 0
-in large group discussions 0 0 1
-in oral presentations 0 1 0
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Therewere also some interesting distinctions which were mentioned bythe faculty
about the kinds of activities which are required of students in these colleges. For instance, in
the realm of reading tasks, the Design faculty surveyed by Myers ef al. assigned a relatively
large proportion ofjournal articles, similar to the faculty ofFCS, where the LAS faculty
respondents had agreater tendency to assign readings oftextbooks and lab/research manuals.
There was also a big difference in the percentage ofwritten tests mentioned by the faculty in
these two colleges. Where the LAS (Computer Science) faculty reported that they assign
written tests in 80% oftheir undergraduate courses, only 25% ofthe Design faculty indicated
that they give written tests; instead they require more out ofclass writings such as
critiques/reactions to readings (58%), research papers (38%), and summaries (-i3°/d). These
types of writing are not reported in LAS (Computer Science) courses, which is reminiscent of
the Hale el al. and RussikotTs findings that 25-40% offaculty assigned no writing at all in
their courses. There are great differences, then, in the amount ofwriting which is expected of
students in these two colleges.
There were otherdifferences betv\/een the LAS and Design colleges with regards to
listening skills. The Design faculty appear to promote more student-to-student listenmg with
greater percentages of group listening skills (83%), where the LAS (Computer Science)
faculty only reported requiring those skills in 20% ot their classes. The biggest distinction is
in the speaking skill area, however. With regards to oral presentations, 70% ofthe Design
faculty reported that they assign oral reports in their undergraduate courses. This difference is
remarkable, because it has adefinite impact upon the types of skills which ESL students will
need in those colleges. It Is clear that the use of speaking skills differs greatly according to
college.
In summarv'. the findings about the Design College point to several interesting ideas.
First of all, like the Engineering students, the Design student expressed more difficulty with
tasks assigned in courses outside the Design college, especially with reading and writing in
those courses. The faculty sur\'ey reportedly assign more journal articles to be read, more
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out-of-class writing assignments than in other disciplines, and more than two-thirds of the
facuhy surveyed reported that they assign oral reports ofsome kind in their undergraduate
courses. This differed from the reports from the LAS (Computer Science) faculty and student
participants, both ofwhom indicated that Computer Science students were required to do
little speaking, read more texts and lab/research manuals, and take more written tests than the
Design students.
The following section describes a contrast between two veiy different kinds of
students who are served by theENSOL Program, and illustrates how their diflerences are
important to this program.
Case Studies
As Ragin suggests in his book, ConstrucUng Social Resecwch (]994), one significant
way ofanalyzing the results of coniparative studies such as this research is to "search for
combinations of conditions that distinguish categories of cases" (p. 115). !n my attempt to
make sense ofthe data presented here, 1looked for patterns amongst the individuals, in
addition to looking for differences by college and language group. I noticed that the
individual students I interviewed could bedivided into two 'types'—students who had had
little contact with NSE prior to their arrival at Iowa State University and students who had
previously spent some time immersed in American language and culture (usually as foreign
exchange students or during extended stays in the United States) before coming to Iowa State
University. These two groups of students expressed vei-y different perceptions about the
ENSOL Program and their English language skills in general. It is enlightening to look at
examples of these two groups, to examine how their perceptions differ. On the majority of
issues, the individuals presented here are at opposite ends ofthe spectaim. I have selected
two individuals who Ibelieve embody this dichotomy to illustrate the ditTerences in the types
of students we ser\ e in ENSOL courses:
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The first individual represents the type of student who felt that the ENSOL courses
they had taken were necessary for their academic success, and who telt the need for further
help and preparation before leaving the shelter ofthe ENSOL program. This student, Anoko,
was a Japanese student of Hotel, Restaurant, and Institutional Management (a department in
the College ofPCS). She had been at the university for three and a half years, and had taken
the advanced academic writing course (lOlC) in the ENSOL program. It is noteworthy that
Anoko felt that she had improved a great deal in the ENSOL lOlC course. She stated that as
much as fifty percent ofher English language ability could be attributed to that course, in spite
of the fact that she'd had eight years of English instruction in her home country. She
expressed adesire for more time in the ENSOL Program, for she felt that she was not very
well pi epared for her academic courses and she needed more time and instruction to
incorporate the skills she had learned. In addition, there were several important skills she
indicated that she was lacking, especially oral skills such as speaking and listening, and other
academic skills such as note-taking. Furthermore, she felt that ENSOL lOlC had been helpful
to her with many aspects oflanguage, including some social skills such as making friends with
Americans.
Anoko made several remarks about which activities in the ENSOL lOlC course were
useful for her. For example, she felt that the peer editing sessions were "helpful, especially
seeing how other students write about the same topic." She also indicated that specific
grammar/composition topics were helpful, such as sentence combining and how touse
transition words in a text.
In her recommendations to new students, Anoko also had some positive suggestions
tomake. These recommendations suggest areas which were troublesome for her as aNNSE
and newcomer on campus. She urged newcomers to read agreat deal, and to do multiple
readings of the same text to allow students to increase their vocabularies. From her remarks,
it was evident that she felt that her reading ability was not sufficiently developed as a
newcomer. Anoko felt that her lack ofacademic vocabulary had really harmed her in the
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classroom, saying. "I don't have enough words to say everything. I try to say something, but \
cannot come up with the words quickly, and I stop the flow ofconversation." .Ajioko also
encouraged new international students to be outgoing and speak a lot: These two suggestions
reveal her sense of inadequacy about her English-speaking ability.
In general, Anoko held a lower estimation of her English language ability than the
other case study representative (see belowas is evidenced in her written questionnaire
responses By and large, she indicated that her skills were 'okay' or not good, but never
excellent {'wrywcJ/'f With regards to her reading skills, she felt that she did 'okay' with
most tasks except reading an article from a field outside her college (but never 'very welP). In
addition, she indicated that she could do 'okay' on all writing skills However, when it came
to listeninu she felt ihat while she could do '(^kav' with listening to lectures, she could not do
well with listening to NSE classmates-whom she felt she could not understand well at all.
Furthermore, she believed that she would 'no! [do] uW/' on any of the three speaking tasks
which were mentioned in the written questionnaire (panicipating in large/small group
discussions and giving oral presentations in the classroom). In fact. Anoko indicated that the
most diillcult thing for her to do with English was to participate in a large group discussion
with NSE Thus, she did not express confidence in her English language ability.
Another student named Zana, on the other hand, expressed quite a different perception
ofherselfand of the ENSOL Program This individual was a twenty-year-old Business
student trom Indonesia, who had been in Iowa for three years. Like .Anoko, she took ENSOL
iOlC. the ENSOL advanced academic writing course However, Zana is typical ot several
other students 1interviewed who had spent a good deal ol time in the L'nited States as a
foreign exchaniie student (or otherwise immersed in English language and American culture).
She had been a foreign exchange student in Iowa for a year before coming to Iowa Slate
l^ni\ersiiv She felt quite confident of her ability to use the English language, and felt that
ENSOL lOlC onlv contributed about ten percent to her English ability (compared to the tifty
percent iirowth mentioned by Anoko) Zana was quite critical ot her experience in the
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ENSOL Program, and seemed to believe that her experiences as a foreign exchange student
were the most crucial influence on her success at the university, rather than anything she might
have learned in" ENSOL courses. She mentioned that she grew more when she was exposed
to more NSE in her FYC course (English 104), because "therewere only two international
students in the class, so that helps me a lot. . . with writing and conversational skills."
Another reason for this student's dissatisfaction stemmed from her perceptions of the
instruction she received in the ENSOL lOlC course. For instance, this student was very
critical of the fact that her instructor for ENSOL 10IC was a NNSE. She believed that the
instructor was "awfully hard to understand" and stressed that most of her classmates agreed
with this perception. She indicated that there were not any useful activities ENSOL 10IC,
and even stated that the peer editing sessions were not helpful, which is a direct contrast to
the comments of Anoko. Zana claimed, "I think that it is kind of ridiculous, because I'm not
saying that I'm better than them [other international students], but sometimes, when someone
ismy editor, and he/she gets to check my paper, sometimes I don't taist his judgement,
because if he/she makes any mistakes [...]! know that it [the advice] iswrong, and Ijust
disregard .it." Funhermore, this student felt that small group discussion exercises were one of
the least helpful components of her ENSOL lOlC course. In general, it seemed she felt that
was wasting her time in ENSOL 10IC, and the only reason that she attended class at all was
to ensure that her absencewould not negatively impact her grade point average.
In another contrasting point from Anoko's perceptions, Zana's responses on the
written questionnaire indicated much greater confidence in her English abilities than Anoko
had demonstrated. Like other Business students, Zana felt that she could do almost all the
activities mentioned 'very well,' including all reading, listening, and most writing activities,
(with tlie exception of research papers) which she felt she could do 'okoy.' She had the least
confidence in her speaking ability, but still felt that she could do 'okay' small and large
group activities and oral presentations. Anoko, on the other hand, never once indicated that
she could do 'very well' on any activity, and even felt that she did 'not [do] well' in several
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areas. Thus the level of confidence expressed by Zana was generally much higher than that of
Anoko.
These two students were opposed on almost every question they^vere asked in both
the oral and the written interviews. However, there were two points upon which both of
these students agreed. They both indicated that the grammar reviews in their ENSOL writing
courses were not useful to them and were in fact too easy. Furthermore, both students agreed
that they would like to add courses in public speaking to their ENSOL experiences. This
desire for more spoken language practice was a universal thread among many of the students
mterviewed, not just the two chosen here as case studies.
Thus, it appears that there is agreat difference in perception among the students I
interviewed, and one of the critical factors has to do with the amount of previous immersion
they have had witli English. For those students who had only studied English as a foreign
language (EFL) in their native countries, the ENSOL Program was often amuch-needed
preparation before they entered their academic courses on campus; for those students who had
been foreign exchange students or otherwise lived among the target language and culture
before, the current ENSOL Program was ill-suited to their perceived needs. Ideally,
placement measures would allow finer discrimination among the individual learners needs and
goals, and the program would ofTer agreater variety ofcourse offerings into which students
can be placed, so that the 'outside exposure' students would only be assigned to courses they
truly needed, especially with respect to speaking skills.
How to Improve the ENSOL Program
The students who participated in these interviews had some excellent suggestions
about how to improve the ENSOL Program, some ofwhich are veiy innovative and practical.
Students' comments fell into three main categories; classes which should be added ordeleted.
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activities which are usellil in each subskill area, and suggestions for international students
themselves.
Classes to be Added to the ENSOL Program
Themost popular request for a course to be added was one in public speaking for
international students. Seven of the thirteen respondents I inter\'iewed felt- that this would be
extremely useful for them. They suggested that the classes meet at least three times per week,
and consist of only international students; this could act as a complement to another course
which is required by many colleges for undergraduates (Speech Communication 212), where
NSE and NNSE are often in the same course.- A course such as the one they requested would
allow international students to practice speaking in public with a sympathetic audience of their
peers. Many of the participants in these interviews expressed how nerve-wracking it was for
them to li'y to make oral presentations in front ofNSE, because they felt that the audience was
noting every error in their speech. Acourse in public speaking for international students
would allow them to practice their oral skills without the competition from native speakers
that they experience in Speech Communication 212. Participants further suggested keeping
the enrollment in this course small, so that everyone would have a chance to do numerous
presentations.
The second most frequently mentioned course which these respondents would like to
see added to the ENSOL Program is a class in conversational English. Unlike the public
speakiny course, the students suggested that this course would focus on daily interactions and
common vocabulary for everyday use. Five (out of 13) participants recommended this type ot
class, and suggested that the course consist ofclassroom instruction and regular meetings with
NSE who would help them practice things such as slang, idioms, and natural intonation
patterns and expressions. It is interesting to note that the two most requested courses for
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these interviewees were focused on oral skills, a component which is not emphasized in the
ENSOL Program at this time.
Other types of courses were recommended by thestudents aswell. For instance, three •
students indicated that a special course in academic vocabulary would be extremely useful to
them, because it was often the lack of vocabulary which slowed themdown in large/small
group discussions and reading tasks. This idea mirrors the reports ofLeki-and Carson (1994)
that efficiency of vocabulary and grammatical processing were primary concerns for
international students. The students I interviewed felt that not knowing the right words
impeded them in their studies so much that they would like a special class dedicated just to
this issue. Other students mentioned courses on idioms, academic note-taking, American
culture, small group discussion techniques (which would focus on higher order thinking skills
and 'thinking on your feet'), translation, and technical writing for international students. These
suggestions give a clear picture of the types ofthings which are problematic for foreign
students. Perhaps it is not feasible to offer courses in all these aspects of English language
and American academic culture, but certainly these components can be included in some way
in the ENSOL Program.
Overall, only one ENSOL course was described by some ofthe students (2
Indonesians and a Japanese student) as unnecessary, and that was ENSOL 101B, the basic
academic writing course, as it now exists. These three students felt that thecourse was too
easy, unnecessary, or too inconsistent to be ofreal use to them, especially since they had spent
years studying basic grammar in their home countries. These remarks were very similar to
those made by students in Christison and Krahnke's 1986 study, which said that the courses
which were least useful to them were grammar courses. The three students in my interviews
who felt this way also indicated that because the course is only one semester long, it does not
allow for any substantial changes to occur in their use ofgrammar, and they felt that it was
redundant to review concepts which they already knew. Students who had taken ENSOL
lOlB also complained about the textbook for this course, which was frustrating to them.
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(The textbook, Improving (he Grammar of Wriften [English, by Patricia Byrd, was described
by an instructor ofENSOL lOlB as "tedious and too detailed.") While most students just
wanted to do away with the course entirely, one insightfial student suggested that grammar
instruction should be individualized to allow a student to focus only on those areas which
were troublesome to him.
Furthermore, two students (a Business student and the Designstudent) indicated that
toomuch grammar was a waste of time in ENSOL 10IC, the advanced academic writing
course aswell. They suggested that time in the course bedevoted only to more advanced
grammar concerns such as sentence combining, which they felt was a useilil area ofstudy.
Several students complained about spending toomuch time on grammar in ENSOL.lOlC,
especially three students who had experienced weekly grammar tests in that course.
Useful Activities in Each Skill Area
Writing
With regards towriting, students had several suggestions about activities which were
helpHil to them in their writing courses. Interestingly enough, quite a few ofthem mentioned
tiie importance ofsummarizing, which was awriting skill recommended by Johns (1981) in
her faculty suivey report. The students seemed to recognize how important this skill is. As
Masuli stated about the first summary he had towrite, "It was the first time I asked myself
what [ knew!" The students interviewed felt that accurately summarizing was a challenge for
them, and that it required more effort ofthem than most ofthe other acti\ ities in the class.
Other students stressed that peer editing sessions were great for analyzing the content oftheir
writing, but not for proofreading for grammatical errors. As Zana expressed earlier, it was
hard for her to trust advice or suggestions coming from other NNSE whose grammar was
worse than her own. She felt that peer editing was best reserved for higher-order concerns,
such as organization and the quality of the material presented in writing. One student further
suggested the possibility of having NSE involved in peer editing sessions, so that they could
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comment on grammatical problems. This might be a way for TESL/AL students to get some
practice with the kinds of grammar concerns that international students face, and it would
provide some truly useful guidance for the ESL students.
These participants had a few other suggestions about writing activities, too. A small
number of students felt that group discussions of assigned readings and chapters were very
useful in preparing them for their academic courses. Two others indicated that it wouldbe
good to include more challenging readings such as joui'nal articles in the writing course,
because studentsmight encounter these types of readings in their academic classes. These
students felt that the readings in the ENSOL academic composition course were too easy,
which misled them into thinking that the readings in their other courses would be at the same
difficulty level. These studentswere then shocked by howdifficult their other courses'
readings were later on. Their requests for more challenging readings mirrors other studies
reported in Chapter 2 (see Leki &Carson, 1994), which reported that students felt that their
assignments in academic English courseswere not difficult enough:
Other suggestions for writing courses included 1) more writing assignments inENSOL
composition courses, to ensure that students experienced a variety ofwriting assignments,
2) the useof actual student writing examples from previous semesters to show students how
good their writing can be, and 3) doing pre-writing activities such as brainstorming and
freewriting as in-class activities, to allow students time to process their ideas with the
instructor and others. All of these suggestions are useful and express valid concerns about the
students' English training.
Two final remarks about the writing skills courses deserve special mention here. One
student stressed that the most helptlil thing for her writing ability came in (FYC) English 104,
when she had the opportunity towrite, revise, get feedback from the instructor, and have the
opportunity to revise again. She insisted that this process helped her to grow tremendously
as a writer, and suggested that this process be incorporated more tlilly into the ENSOL lOlC
courses. In her ENSOL lOlC course, she said that the students just wrote a paper and
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submitted it with no chance for revision. Another student had an innovative suggestion, too,
He insisted that writing and speaking be integrated into one course, where students, read,
respond to, and give speeches about the readings that they are assigned. He felt that the
ability to speak about ideas after they had been processed in writing was essential, and that ,
speaking skills should be integrated in the ENSOL courses. These suggestions mirror current
recommendations in the field of SLAwhich saythat content courses are moremotivating to
students, and that integrated skills are preferred over separate skill-focused courses (see Stern
1991).
Reading
Students also had very specific suggestions about which activities should be a part of
the reading portion ofthe ENSOL Program. All three students (2 Business and one
Engineering student) who had taken ENSOL lOlE-1 (reading) suggested that the class be
worth three credits and meet three times weekly, just like the ENSOL lOlB andC courses.
They strongly recommended regular classroom sessions where the students could meet and
discuss the readings in small or large group discussions, as opposed to the predominantly
independent study format which is currently employed. While this would perhaps mean more
work tor the instructors, these students felt that it would betremendously more helpful to
them. These three students, aswell as others interviewed, felt that international students
needed more feedback from the instructor about their reading comprehension, and more
opportunities to reflect upon readings orally. They also suggested multiple readings ofthe
same text, to increase understanding and vocabulary, and instruction in how to increase the
speed at which they read, too. The slowness oftheir reading was troublesome to many
foreiun students in these interviews; and since reading is one ofthe primary methods oftaking
in new information in the university setting, it makes sense that students want to be able to do
so quickly, efficiently, and accurately. Afew students also suggested abetter textbook for the
readinti course, sayinu that the materials they used were not very useful to them in the
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independent study format of the reading course as it existed then. [At the time these students
were enrolled in ENSOL lOlE-2 (Reading), the text ms Making Conneciions: An
Inferacfive Approach /oAcademic Reading, byKenneth J. Pakenham (1994).]
Listening
There were a few recommendations about how to improve the ENSOL academic
listening class, (lOlE-2) as.well. As with the reading course, students preferred regular
classroom sessions rather thanjust independent study, and requested more credits andmore
contact hours. * The students I interviewed wanted more feedback from the instmctors about
how they were doing, too, because they said that limited feedback from the instructors left
them feeling unmotivated, especially since the course was only worth one credit. Finally,
these students suggested a greater variety oflistening assignments, including more live contact
with native speakers, especially visiting professors who would give lectures, and other
academically-oriented listening tasks.
Other Recommendations/Considerations
Students in these interviews made several comments which pertain to the entire
ENSOL Program, rather than to any one skill area, and those suggestions deal with overall
program concerns. Several students interviewed complained that their non-native speaking
teachers were extremely difficult to understand, and recommended that only NSE be used as
instructors. If this were not possible, students indicated that the NNSE should be very
intelligible if they teach, because they would really be one ot the students' hrst contacts with
English speakers here.
This change has already been implemented in the ENSOL Program since January 1998.
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Suggestions for Incoming International Students
This final category of student perceptions is enlightening, because it reveals the areas
that students had the most difficulty with in their first semesters at Iowa State University
Many of the comments focused on their difficulties with speaking. They suggested that
incoming students get lots of practice speaking and listening to English at home before they
come to the United States, and that they speak a lot once theyget here, even if theymake
mistakes. Several participants in these interviews expressed concern that the large numbers of
international students here at Iowa State University encouraged cliques of students from the
same language background, a factor which prevented them from really learning English well.
Participants suggested avoiding such 'language cliques' and trying tomake friends with native
speakers. They also encouraged new students to talk to their professors ifthey were having
troubles in their classes after arrival on campus.
The participants had other suggestions with reference towritten language and cultural
matters. First of all, the students interviewed recommended that international students learn
to think and organize their thoughts in writing in English, rather than attempting to translate
from the native language. They insisted that this facilitated the writing process a great deal.
In reference to reading, one recommendation was for students to read extensively within their
area of study, for participants felt that competition within their fields could be intense, and this
extensive reading would give them an edge over other students in their colleges. Finally,
some students suggested that students should learn a lot,about American culture and attitudes
before arrival, to facilitate their transition here. An Indonesian student named Irian also
recommended that new students attend all orientation sessions, and take all the ENSOL
courses that are offered, because he felt that these courses helped students to adjust to their
new lives.
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Summary ofFindings
The resuhs of this study suggest that there are important differences and
commonalities among the students who take the ENSOL courses. While none of these
findings are conclusive, they point the way for future investigations in ESL research regarding
students and teachers' perceptions about students' language abilities and needs. For easeof
reference, I have summarized my hypotheses on these topics below:
1. •Commonalities
a. The majority of international students requested more ESL training in speaking
skills and more opportunities to speakwith native speakers.
b. Both students and faculty perceived that students were more confident
about international students' receptive skills than their productive ones.
c. When students were asked which language tasks were the most difficult
for them, the most frequent responses were (in descending order)
writing summaries and research papers, large groupdiscussion skills, and
making oral presentations.
d. Students with prior English language immersion experiences benefit less
from the ENSOL program's offerings than students who have learned
English as a foreign language.
2. Differences by language group
a. Malay speakers were quite confident about their speaking and listening
abilities, but perceived that writing tasks were the most difficult language tasks
for them.
b. Chinese speakers were less confident about their language abilities than the
Malay speakers, and indicated that the most difficult things for them were
higher order writing tasks (such as suinmaries) and listening to lectures from
professors in courses outside their colleges.
c. Indonesian speakers were fairly confident of their language skills, except for
reading journal articles from outside their college, but said that the
most difficult tasks for them were spoken tasks.
d. For the Korean speaker, all speaking and listening tasks were difficult, but
she was confident about her reading ability.
3. Differences according to colleges
a. Business students were the most confident group, especially with the
receptive skills (listening and reading). They were less confident about
productive skills, and requested more speaking courses in the ENSOL
program. Business faculty were less confident than the students about
student abilities, and they reported that their ESL students have the
greatest difficulty with productive skills and fewer problems with
receptive skills. Syllabi revealed that Business students have daily
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reading assignments, and that tlie majorityof their grades are mostly
based upon written tasks.
b. Engineering students were less confident than the Business students,
especially with tasks in courses outside their college. Fewer of the
•Engineering faculty expressed that students had problems with writing
than with speaking, and the majority of the Engineering faculty
reported that they assign speaking tasks in their courses (much more so
than the Business faculty reported). The syllabi for Engineering
courses showed that some courses require no spoken assignments as
part of the grades, but in about half of the syllabi speaking accounted
for 15-20% of the students' grades.
c. The FCS students were the least confident group regarding their language
abilities, especially with speaking and listening skills. The PCS faculty
reported that oral skills were greater problems for their students than
, written tasks, but a large proportion of the FCS faculty felt that ESL
students had problems with reading. The faculty indicated that a high
percentage of them require students to read journal articles, however.
The FCS faculty also require the highest frequency of research papers ofany
college, and the FCS faculty feel their students have significant
problemswith writing, Speaking tasks were reported to be assigned by
two-thirds of the FCS faculty surveyed.
d. The Design student reported that reading and writing tasks outside her
college were the most difficult for her. Therewere almost as many Design
faculty who reported that they assign journal articles as the FCS faculty, and
they also reported assigning out-of-class writing assignments and peer listening
tasks. Design faculty reported relatively few written tests, but require the
greatest proportion of speaking tasks of any college.
e. The LAS student (Computer Sciencedepartment) reported that he had to
do very little speaking in his courses, and the Computer Science faculty'
indicated that they require students to read textbooks and lab/research
manuals, and that a high percentage of the faculty assign written tests in
their courses.
As I mentioned earlier, many of thesediscoveries about the ENSOLprogram and the
faculty and students of Iowa State University mirror similar findings in previous studies which
were discussed in the literature review (Chapter 2), The next chapterwill address the
implications of this research, and suggest possibilities for fijrther research.
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CHAPTER 5. IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
In this study, I set out to answer four questions about theENSOL Program at Iowa
State University.
1. What do (he ESL sludenis who take ENSOL courses believe
they gainfrom these courses? Do these beliefs differ according
to the college inwhich they are enrolled or other stitdeiU characteristics?
2. How well do the various types ofstudentsfeel they were preparedfor their
academic coursework upon leaving the ENSOL Program?
3. Are there other skills and needs which are not beittgaddressed by the English
ENSOL Program?
4. How do the students' perceptions compare with thefaculty's perceptions?
The study reported here was intended to provide insights into the commonalities and
ditTerences in perceptions between the international students and the professors who aie their
teachers. As I reported in Chapter 4,, there were interesting patterns in the responses which
can suggest possible hypotheses to be tested in ftiture research. Some of the niost outstanding
patterns are included here.
In answer to the first question about what students gained from the ENSOL Program,
I found that there were important differences in ESL students' perceptions according to their
native language and major area of study, and that students in different majors were required to
perform difterent kinds of language tasks within their majors. Furthermore, students who had
studied EFL appeared to gain more from their ENSOL courses than students who had been
involved in immersion situations before coming to Iowa Stale University. This suggests that
the ENSOL Program should allow for greater flexibility in placement of ESL students than is
currently available (through more in-depth placement methods and greater variety of couise
otTerings), because there are great differences in student needs based upon their prior
experiences and the tasks which they will be expected to accomplish in the future.
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With regards to howwell-prepared students thought theywere for their academic
courses, I discovered that some categories of students were more confident about their
preparedness than others, depending upon their native language and major. This implies that
individual and cultural beliefs have a great impact upon theexperience of learning a language,
and that students confidence about themselves and their language abilities has important
ramifications for their fiitures.
In answer to the third question about skills which were not addressed by the ENSOL
Program, this study reports that the three most ditTicult tasks for ESL students were complex
writing assignments, largegroup discussions, and oral presentations. As this indicates,
speaking was the language skill which students most often found that they were lacking. My
suggestions for implementing more speaking into the ENSOL Program are reported later in
this chapter.
In response to the final question about student and faculty perceptions, I learned that
the students were more confident about their English language abilities than the professors
were. This could be the result of numerous factors, but it suggests that students and teachers
do not have the same focus or perspective about language tasks. However, students and
teachers' opinions should both be considered in assessing the effectiveness of any language
program.
As I mentioned in the literature review of this thesis (see Benesch, 1996), one of the
best ways to empower students is to incorporate their ideas in the planning of their own
education. I believe that this research has shown that students have caicial, valuable insights
into their own needs, and that these insights should be included in our considerations of the
design of the ENSOL Program. These ideas should also be integrated with the suggestions of
faculty and experts about the program design. The research reported here has led me to make
several recommendations about this program.
As we have seen, this program serves a diverse body of students. In order to
adequately meet their needs, it is important that assessment instruments discriminatemore
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clearly the individual needs of the students. I would suggest a more complete placement
process that would include brief oral interviews and self-assessments from each student in
addition to the-current components of written, reading, and listening tests. These 'new'
elements are recommended by J.D. Brown in his book, Testing in Language Programs,
because they provide a more accurate picture of learnersgoals, strengths, and weaknesses.
As he stresses in this book, "The interview procedure allows us to place students more
accurately than any test score alone because the placement is based onmany sources of
informationconsidered together. . . .A.11 these details help us to place students in a way that
respects them as human beings who are important to us (Brown 283)." It is evident from the
research presented in this thesis that there were some portions of the ESLstudent population
at Iowa State University who were not well-prepared by the ENSOL Program, and others
whose needs were not met as well as they might have been. One way to ensure a better fit is
to give tiie students more 'sa/ in their own program design through such interviews and self-
assessments.
In addition. 1believe that it is also important to keep track of entrance and exit
proficiencies and trends among the student populations who are served by the ENSOL
Program, as a pan of the on-going program evaluation which occurs in successfijl language
programs. Indeed, frequent needs assessments are important at many levels of the ENSOL
Program, including at the individual classroom level. Currently, all courses at the university
conduct regular summative student evaluations at the end ofthe course. However, I believe
that instructors should be trained to use needs assessment techniques regularly throughout the
semester, to ensure that the course is meeting the students' needs and goals. It is unfortunate
to have heard from so many of the students in these interviews that the grammar component
of the academic writing courses were of little use to them at all, when it is obvious from my
own experience that ESL writers continue to make grammatical errors in their writing, a fact
which makes the studies of error gravity seem more critical (cf Vann ei al. 1984j. I would
suggest that frequent needs assessments would allow teachers to tailor their grammar (and
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other types of) instruction more closely to the students' needs. Furthermore, instructors
should also be shown how conduct effective needs assessments and how to put the knowledge
gained from these methods to use in the classroom. This training could easily be incorporated
into the teaching assistant training seminar (English 500) which incoming graduate teaching
assistants must undergo at the university.
In looking at the overall design of the ENSOL Program, however, .1 believe that a
more radical change is in order, based upon the students' requests, the faculty survey by Myers
el a/., and the literature reviewed earlier in this thesis. It was obvious from the students
comments in this research that they felt the need for more opportunities to work on their
spoken language skills, and this was also backed by research reported in the literature review
of Chapter 2. As Ferris and Tagg (1996) stressed, courses in all academic disciplines are
becoming more and more interactive in.style, and this forces ESL students to emphasize oral
skills more than ever before. I would recommend that the ENSOL Program be redesigned to
integrate more speaking into every course. For example, I believe that a course which
emphasizes reading, expanding academic vocabulary, small group discussion skills, and
speaking would provide more authentic practice in the kinds of language which international
students will need to use in future academic classrooms. This course would be different from
the ENSOL 101 E>2 course in reading, because it would incorporatemore speaking, and
different from ENSOL i01C because it would not focus on writing, but on speaking and
reading. As I mentioned inChapter 4, the students interviewed in this study felt that the
language skill which they most needed help with was speaking, both public and
conversational. As Anoko mentioned in the case studies (see Chapter 4), the lack of sufficient
vocabulary and speaking fluency really inhibited her in oral discussions. An integrated course
such as this would go far in advancing the students' vocabulary and speaking skills, and it
could provide a safe, sheltered environment in which they could practice the language skills
that they'll need in their academic classes. Ofcourse, such a "reading" course ought to
involve challenging readings and more higher order thinking skills than those currently
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required of students in the current ENSOL reading course, in keeping with Leki and Carson's
(1994) suggestions mentioned in Chapter 2.
Anothe'r integrated course could perhaps be designed to combine academic writing
with reading and public speaking skills. Where the previous course would emphasize reading
and oral skills, this course would be dedicated to reading and responding to written texts in
writing and public speeches. As the students stressed in Chapter 4, a course like this should
give students lots of feedback on their writing, with emphasis on summaries, writing as a
process, and multiple revisions of a single piece ofwriting. Another intriguing idea for this
course would be to incorporate the use of NSE graduate students as editors or readers for the
ESL .students. This would entail the assistance of several TESL/AL graduate students
(perhaps students in the TESL Methods course) who could volunteer to attend peer editing
sessions with the ESL students, to help them with grammatical or word choice matters. In
conjunction whh the written skills, students in this course would also make oral presentations
of their ideas on a regular basis, as well. This integration of reading, writing, and speaking
would allow the students to get lots of focused, practical attention before they must display
these skills In their academic courses. Furthermore, such a course would be more attractive to
students.because they would be practicing their spoken skills in conjunctionwith reading and
writing.
Athird integrated course could focus upon academic and conversational listening and
speaking skills and note-taking, with a strong emphasis on interactions with a variety of native
speakers (lecturers and others) in the classroom setting. In this course, students would meet
regularly (at least three times per week) to listen to NSE inacademic and conversational
contexts such as lectures, small and large group discussions, talking to professors, and
everyday conversation with peers. All of these skills are important for ESL students at a
university, and the contact with //re'NSE would be invaluable to them.
These combinations of courseswould provide stimulating, challenging environments
for ESL students which would reflect their future requirements more authentically, but which
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would still allow them to adjust to the new language and culture which they face in studying
abroad. Obviously, in all of these courses cultural components should be incorporated to help
students adapt-to their new environment and culture.
Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research
As with any research, this study has Its limitations. One ofthe most difficult aspects of
this comparative study was a result ofthe different types ofinformation gathered and the
different methods of data collection used in the three types of information which I compared.
The faculty study was aquantitative survey ofa large number ofprofessors (n=476), which
asked the respondents to choose their responses from several pre-selected possibilities, and
the results were very general numbers and percentages. The faculty were consolidating their
perceptions about large numbers ofpast courses and students into their responses. On the
other Iiand, the students' responses in my interviews were very specific recollections about a
very small number (1-3) ofcourses which they had taken fairly recently. They were replying
to open-ended questions in the interviews, and so there was agreat deal more depth and
variety ofresponses. The syllabi provided very specific, limited information about an
individual course in agiven major. Attempting to compare these three very distinct types of
information was quite a challenge, not the least ofwhich stemmed from the different types of
perceptions which were the results of each methodology.
There were also some important limitations to this research which stemmed in part
fronrthe limited number ofrespondents. With a small number ofrespondents as reported here
(n= 13), it is inappropriate to generalize. For instance, in my interviews the low response rate
(only 1-3 respondents out of 12 contacted) made it very impossible to generalize about ESL
students' needs according to their colleges, because 1did not have a random or representative
sample from any college. It is also possible that only those students responded who were
disgruntled with the ENSOL Program, which would have colored the results negatively. The
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faculty survey by Myers et al. also was based ona very low response rate of27% ofthe
faculty contacted, and their responses could be skewed as well, so it is iniportant to realize
that the perceptions reported by the individuals included in this research may not beshared by
all the faculty and students here. This study really is not intended to prove any hypothesis;
rather, its purpose was to suggest directions for tliture research. The patterns which I have
mentioned here deser\'e investigation on a greater scale.
Yet these studies suggest the need for Riither study in several areas. For example, this
research has focused exclusively on theneeds of the undergraduate students inthis program;
it follows logically, then, that a subsequent step would be to conduct a needs analysis ofthe
graduate student population which is served by the ENSOL Program. In tact, I believe that
initial attempts are being made at the time ofthis writing to conduct such an analysis. It is
hoped that the results ofthis thesis can be added to the information gleaned about the needs of
the graduate students to form amore accurate picture ofthe ESL population served by the
ENSOL Program. Furthermore, this study did not question the importance ofother issues in
shaping learner perceptions, and such issues deserve investigation too. For example, the role
ofgender in learner responses should be investigated in both quantitative and qualitative
studies, as should the ditTerences in student needs between Asian students and othercultures.
In addition, I believe that further research is warranted into howwell ESLstudents can
perform in each language subskill area, as well. This would possibly involve assessing how
well students can write, speak, listen, and read, both upon entrance to theENSOL Program,
and again upon their exit from the program. The exit assessments, especially, would provide
valuable information about the success of the program and the students it serves.
.Another interesting avenue ofinvestigation would be to collect syllabi from each ofthe
colleges represented here, in acomparative study of department/college emphases and teacher
styles. This could prove to be a very fruitlul study indeed, especially if some brief faculty
interviews were conducted.
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A possible direction for future research which is particularly intriguing is the study of
those students who do not take the ENSOL courses early in their studies. For instance, if a
student decided to wait several semesters to take ENSOL 10IB or C, how does it impact his
course of studies? It would also be helpfijl to get information from students who had taken
their ENSOL course equivalents at the local community college, to see how well they felt they
were prepared for their academic courses. While it might be difficult to track the first group
of students for interviews, these would be fascinating subjects for some in-depth case studies,
and could possibly suggest important modifications for the ENSOL program.
Finally, a quantitative analysis of the needs of students according to colleges is
indicated as well. This study attempted to ascertain trends or tendencies of need based upon
the types of tasks which were assigned to students in each of the most populous colleges of
study which the ENSOL Program serves, but because of the relatively small number of
students who responded to my requests to be interviewed, it was very hard to make broad
judgements about whether the students' needs differed according to college or not. For future
research of this sort, it would be important to attain a representative sample of students.
Perhaps a modified version of the written questionnaire which was used in this thesis would
work well with a large scale survey, and the results could easilybe reported to the ENSOL
Program developers.
Conclusion
In summarv', the results of the interviews reported in this thesis are important because
they explain some things about ESL students reactions to second language instmction. As
Grotjahn (1991 j points out, theories about perceptions such as these "fijlfill the task of
explaining and predicting such human phenomena as action, reaction, thinking, emotion, and
perception" (p, 189). Not only do ESL students come to the classroom with their own
attitudes and prejudices about language learning, but also their experiences of fijture events
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are easily influenced by the quality of instruction in their academic courses. Aswe saw in the
two case studies reported inChapter4, there are great differences in the backgrounds which
ESL students bring with them to the classroom, and I haveattempted to analyze these
differences to determine why ENSOL courses are successfial and even critical for some
students but not for others. Comparative studies such as this one can also suggest tlirther
research and explainmotives, because they help to provide a framework for analyzing one of
the 'messiest' areas of scientific exploration, the realm of human behavior and attitudes.
This study is the barest of beginnings in evaluating the ENSOL Program at Iowa State
University, andwhile its findings are not conclusive, they suggest important directions for
future studies, and help us as teachers to understand our roles and our students' needs just a
little better than before.
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APPENDIX A. WRITTEN QUESTIONNAIRE
Personal Information
Nationality
Native Language
Age Sex; M
Major
Date of arrival in the U.S.A.
Date at which you began studying English in the U.S.A.
Years of English in your home country:
English 101 courses you have taken:
Current courses youare now taking '
Courses youhave taken in yourMajor so far in the U.S.:
Regarding your ability to communicate in English, how well do you think you can do the
following activities (please circle the applicable description):
1. Read and understand achapter from a textbook in my major very well o.k. not well
2. Read and understand achapter from atextbook outside major very well o.k. not well
3. Answer written chapter questions for a class in my major very well o.k. not well
4. Answer written chapter questions for acl^s outside my major very well o.k. not well
5. Read and understand an article from my major field ofstudy very well o.k. not well
6. Read and understand an article from a field outside my major very well o.k. not well
7. Listen to and understand a lecture by aprofessor in my major very well o.k. not well
8. Listen to and understand a lecmre by aprofessor outside major very well o.k. not well
9. Take notes over a lecmre given by a native speaker in my major very well o.k. not well
10. Panicipate in small group discussions in my classes very well o.k. not well
11.Panicipate in large group discussions in my classes very well o.k. not well
12. Give oral presentations in classes within my major very well o.k. not well
13. Understand classmates (native speakers ofEnglish) in rny classes very well o.k. not well
14. Write asummary ofan article orchapter from my major very well o.k. not well
15. Write a summary ofan article or chapter from outside my major very well o.k. not well
16. Write a report or research paper in niy major field of study very well o.k. not well
17. Write a report or research paper for aclass outside my major very well o.k. not well
18. Which activities above are the most difficult for you to do in English in your academic
classes? (you may use numerals to indicate which ones)
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APPENDIX B. ORAL INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Interview Questions
1. To whatextentdo you feel thatyourEnglish improved as a result of the 101 classes you
took here at ISU?
2. How could you have improved faster?
3. If you could have added a class toyour English preparadon here, what would it have
been?
4. Would youmake any other changes to your English studies here? What? Why?
5. How welldid youfeel that theEnglish classes you took here prepared youwell for your
academic classes?
6. How wellhave the ISUEnglish classes you have taken here have helped you to meet
your social/practical needs here in the U.S.?
7. If possible, would you have studied English here for a longer time? for a shorter time?
or was your length of study here about right?
8. In your English classes, which activities contributed most toyour improvement in
English?
9. Which activities do youfeel contributed least to your improvement?
10. If you could make any recommendations to international students justarriving at ISU,
what would you suggest? «
11. Did you take English lOlE? Was it helpful to you? How could thecourse be
improved?
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APPENDIX C. HUMAN SUBJECTS FORMS
Information for Review of Research Involving Human Subjects
Iowa State University
1. Titleof Project: Undergraduate ESL Students'Perceptions of the English 101 Program at I.S.U.
2; I agree to provide the propersurveillance of this project to insure that the rights.and welfare of thehuman
subjects are protected. I will report any adverse reactions to the committee. Additions to orchanges in
researchprocedures after the project has been approvedwill be submitted to the committee for review. I
agree to request renewal of approval for anyproject continuing morethan-^n^**-* J
Principal investigator: Marianne Van Natta 12/1/97 Signature: j
Department: English Campus address: 206 koss hmi
Phone number to report results: 296-7643
3. Signatures ofother investigators: Relationship to principal investigator:
date
4. Principal investigator(s): (checkall that apply) Q Faculty
• staff
^ Graduate Student
n Undergraduate Student
5. Project: (check all that apply): Q Research ^
13 Thesis or dissertation
I iClass Project
. Ulllndependent Study (490, 590, Honors project)
6. Number ofsubjects: (complete all that apply) 0 # Adults, non-students
18 # ISU students
0 # Minors under 14
0 # Minors 14-17
other explain
7. Brief description of proposed research involving human subjects: (See instructions, item 7.)
This study will use qualitative methods to determine how prior undergraduate ESL students ofthe English 101
Program atI.S.U. perceive the effectiveness oftheir English preparation here. This information will be
provided to the ISU English Department to facilitate decisions about possibly redesigning the current English
101 Program, hi order to do this, alist of students who have taken English 101B or 101C will be provided by
the English Department. The tot^ numbers ofsmdents from each major area ofstudy will be tallied, and the
six most common majors will be selected. Several students from these majors will be selected randomly to
participate in oral interviews on this topic. The students will be contacted by e-mail or telephone to screen
them for participation and to arrange the interviews, which will be conducted in focus groups of2-3 smdents
for each major during December 1997 and January 1998. None of the smdents interviewed will be currently
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enrolled in an English 101 class. It is hoped that at least three students fix>m;six d^erent majors will
participate in the.study. Interviews with focus groups will be audio-recorded, and will last about one hour.
Students will also be asked to supply copies ofcourse syllabi for classcs in their majors in which they are
.-currently enrolled, in order to assess the accuracy oftheir perceptions about ihc use ofEnglish language skills
in assigning grades for said courses, anri professors ofthese cbuises may be contacted in follow-up interviews.
(Please do not attach research, thesis, or dissertation proposals.)
8. Informed consent: ^ Signed informed consent will be obtained. (Attach acopy ofyour form.)
• Modified mformed consent will be obt^ed. (See instructions, item 8.)
Q Notapplicable to this projecL
Last name ofPrincipal Investigator Van Natta
' Checklist for Attachments and Time Schedule. The following are attached (please check):
' 12. ^ Letter or written statement to subject indicating clearly:
a) the purpose of the research
b) the use ofany identifier codes (names, numbers), how they will be used, and when they will be
removed (see item 17)
1 c) an estimate oftime needed for participation in the research
; d) ifapplicable, the location ofthe research activity
e) how you will ensure confidentiality
f) in a longitudinal study, when and how you will contact subjects later
1 g) that participation is voluntary; nonparticipation will not affect evaluations of the subject
! 13. ^ Signed consent form (ifapplicable)
I14. Q Letter ofapproval for research from cooperating organizations or institutions (if applicable)
i 15. Data-gathering instruments
16. Anticipated dates for contactwith subjects:
First contact: December 5,1997 Last contact: February 1,1998
17. If applicable: anticipated date that identifiers will be removed from completed survey Instruments
and/or audio orvisual tapes will be erased: September 1998
18. Siigngfnrp of Departmental Executive Officer
\ j date Department oradministrative unit
19. Decision oftheUniversity Human Subjects Review Committee.
•g] Project Approved • • Project Not Approved • No Action Required
Patricia M. Keith, Committee Chairperson
((late) (signature oicomminee cnairperson)
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Letter of Notification/Consent
You are being asked to participate in an interview about the effectiveness of the ESL 101
Proeram at Iowa State University. These interviews wUl be conducted in focus groups of
2-3 mdividuals to gather information about how well your 101 courses prepared you foryour academic needs here at ISU. You inputs agraduate of these closes is very
valuable, and will be summarized for the English Department to help them improve the 101
Program.
thefocus group interviews will take less than one hour to complete. There will be abrief
set of written questions for you to fill out to help you prepare your thoughts, and then we
will discuss aseries of questions orally. These interviews will be audio-taped to allow me
to record your comments accurately, but your names will not appear many or the
document or the reports based on these mterviews. Each focus group will be assigned a
random number which will allow me to keep records, while still ensunng your
confidentiality. The audio tapes and focus group information will be destroyed m
September 1998 to protect your privacy. Furthermore, although you were asked to provide
copies of syllabi for courses in which you are now enrolled, none of the teachers names or
course numbers will appear in the research reports.
Your participation in this research is entirely voluntary, and your participation or refusal
will not affect your grades or standing in any course you are taking now or will take in the
fumre. We will be happy to answer any questions you may have about me procedures to
be used and you may withdraw your consent and discontinue your participation in tms
study at any time. Ifyou wish to know the results of these focus groups, please notify the
reseicher ofthis now. You will be given a summary via e-mail one the smdy iscomplete.,
Thank you for your time and effort in this study.
Marianne Van Natta
Graduate Assistant
English Department
Iowa State University
296-7643
Ihereby agree to participate in this study. Ihave read and understood the above
notification and I participate freely ofmy own accord:
Signature of Respondent
p] Check here if you wish to receive asummary report of the results of this survey.
Address to which the summary report should be sent:
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APPENDIX D. DATA SUMMARIES (BY LANGUAGE GROUP)
\'alive Arrival Years of • major
Countrv . let' (render ('olk'^e in US. 1 l-.n^il aiUin Courses classes rxr.Y,r.vxjrArxx
Saudi Arabia Arabic 37 M AGR(AnSci) Fall 1995 B 8 xxx.\xxxxx>
China Chinese 35 F BUS(MIS) July 1994
.
C.E 2 xxxxxxxxxx
Malaysia Chinese 21 M ENGR(iE) Fall 1996 7 B. C. E 4 XXX.XXXXXX.N
Malaysia Chinese (Mandarin) -)-> F ' BUS{MIS) Aug. 1996 16 • C 1 XXXXXXXXXN
Indonesia Indonesian 20 F BUS (Fin.) Fall 1995 3 C 4 xxxxxxxxxx
Indonesia Indonesian IS M ENGR(EE) : July 1996 6 B. C 6 \xxxx.xxxxx
Japan Jnpanese 24 F FCS(HRl) Mav 1994
. . ...
c 7 xxxxx.xxxx>
Japan Japanese 23 M LAS(Comp.Sci Fait 1996 5 c 3 \x.\xxxxxxx
Korea Korean 25 F FCS (HDFS) Aug. 1996 7 B 6 xxxxxxxxxx
Malaysia Malay 21 M ENGR(ME) Fall 1997 10 c 2 xxxxx.xxxxx
Malaysia MaUnsian (Bahasa) 23 M BUS Aug. 1994 h ^c. E 2 xxxxxxxxxx
Panama Spanish 20 M BUS Aug. 1996 JO . B.C 2 xxxxxxxxxx
Thai Thai 24 F DESIGN May 1996 6 E 12"" XXXXXXXXXN
RD.ch.inaj
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OK OK OK OK NW i OK , j NW 14, 15. 16. 17
OK OK OK OK OK j OK OK 8. 11. 15: 17
NW OK OK OK OK OK 1 ' OK 8.5. 15. 17
OK VW OK OK OK OK ^ OK 14. 15. Other
OK OK VW VW VW OK OK ! 10.11.12
OK NW OK OK OK VW OK 8
NW NW NW OK OK OK • OK _j 11
OK NA OK NA NW VW OK
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APPENDIX D. DATA SUMMARIES (BY COLLEGE)
Xalivi' \'aiive Arrival Years of \E\'SOL major 1
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APPENDIX E. FACULTY SURVEY RESULTS (MYERS ETAL.)
Answers to survey questions by college
Total number ofsurveys returned from each department:
AGR BUS DES EDU ENG FCS LAS VETMED
75 17 24 26 68 54 I7I 14
1. Average number ofinternational-students per semester.
Information not given
27
~ If -.
undergrad
None
I-5
6-10
II-20
21-35
36-50
Over 50
GRAD
None
I-5
6-10
II-20
21-35
36-50
Over 50
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2. What lund ofreading do the students do for your classes?
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Other
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APPENDIX E, FACULTY SURVEY RESULTS (MYERS ETAL)
GRAD
Texts
General knowledge books
Journal articles
Lab/research manuals
Magazine/newspaper
articles
Other
AGR BUS DES EDU ENG FCS LAS VETMED
15 n 24 ZO n\ IH
52 GU 14S2% 46(/1% 29^1^^ 103<<o7.l2 89^6
2011 2 'H
93 5':i 12St>
20 2.G 3n 616 4'^ 9 0 lizo
63 64 1210 14^ 1453 43 33
24 31 2H 4 415 2231 101*6
10 1^ 6^6 10^1 421 1211
25'M
IIC^
6 41
3ZI
311 \H 13 22 2i 15S 214
In your opinion, do international students have trouble with any of the above?
AGR BUS DES EDU ENG FCS LAS VETMED'
75 i7 zH 2Q> 6^ 64 ni \q
36 4e% 8 477c 15 <^^yo 8 37 36 84 Wc 8 ^7^0YES 'A
NO 34h5 8H1 615 30^4 ISH 78 6^1
3. What kinds of listening do the students do in your classes?
AGR BUS DES EDU ENG FCS LAS VETMED
UNDERGRAD
Listening to your lectures 46 17 20 16 65 47 87^ 14987^ 8 ^fo
Listening to your 29 1104 14^^ 45^ 31^'^ 103 ^<0 2 '4
homework assignments
Listen when you talk 41 17ioo^o23ftS 17^ 63'11 45^3 138^7^'°
to them individually ,
Listen to other students 30 4[fll4 9i 20®^ 17Cf5 39-^7 39 96 6 ^
in seminar or group discussions
TisSHToA'uaio/viaeo 23 30 11 ^>4 9 31 1118a> 1,1^ 583 4^8
presentations
Otlier II II 0 0 1 I 1 I 9 i(^ 8 4 0 0
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AGR BUS DES EDU ENG FCS LAS VETMED
75 n 7.1 zCp (iS 5Y ni /V
Listening to yourLectures 63 1462% 1364%, 15 48 7o^ 32 114(A7i\2
Listening to your 37^*^ 9^^ 9 37 12 ^C' 29^^25^"^ 68 3)? 5 35
homework assignments
Listen when you talk 60^^ 14^"^ 13 5"^ 1747 C'? 34^^ 103 12 85
to them individually
Listen to otherstudents 57^1^ 12 14^8 16W 3340 31 67 85 W 11 7S
in seminar or group discussions
Listen to Audio/video 20 IQ' 6 3^ 5 20 11 11 22 ^0 37 6 ^"2-
presentations
Other 22 i5 0^ 27 QO 10 '"^7^ 2^^
In your opinion, do international students have trouble with any of the above?
AGR BUS DES EDU ENG FCS LAS VETMED
•75 n 24 7.G Cyo ^*71 \Lf
YES '70 - s:; itP a^^- '^64 85^ 13;?^^^ 17 lo?^ 12>^53 38 7^?^ 112 C^-ll 178^
NO 7 f 3 5 20 5'^ 13'^ \3ZH 50^"^ 2 ''f
4. What kinds of speaking do the students do in your classes?
EDU ENG FCS LAS VE
2G (^8 sH n( 14
1705^41 4116% 84 WcS i>
5 6 & 35 30 n M
AGR BUS DES
UNDERGRAD -]<o n
Discuss in small groups 2533? 9
Discuss in seminars 8 10 0^ 7 z'i
Discuss with you 38 50 20 63
individually
Ask questions in class 44^8 16 16
Answer questions in class 32 MZ 15 65 145?)
Give oral presentations 22 2? 6^^ 17 70
Discuss class projects 31H{ 9 5*2. 17 70
with you
18 73Discuss class projects 18^^ 10^8
with classmates
Other 2 Z. 00 0 0 If 47 3 1 0 °
GRAD
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AGR" BUS DES EDU ENG FCS LAS VETMED
-76 (7 2^ ZG 09> sq m
Discuss in small groups 34 ^\6%io SS7o 10 26 26^6^^756 3?^ 12
Discuss in seminars 354T-"i 10^1 12407 13'^ 21 2® 57 ^ 8 S7
Discuss with you 470Z. 105S 12 5° 1350 40 56 31 57 90^2, 10 "?[
individually
Askquestions in class 60^ 14^ 1041- n'Cl 4500 32^? 107*^^ 11
Answer questions in class 45 137fc 9 2>7 10^8 33 ^^-28^1 9153 I0"|i
Give oral presentations 46^^ 8 47 11 ^^6 12 37^4 28^' 71'101)
Discuss class projects 41 9^"^ 9^)1 11 UZ 3lMr 31^ 60'i5' 5 35"
with you
Discuss class projects 37 12^^ 9^"^ 11 MZ 26^ 23^^ 53 6^^
with classmates
Other 21. IS O^ 13 ll 3-5 2l OO
In your opinion, do international students have trouble with any of the above?
AGR BUS DES EDU ENG FCS LAS VETNffiD
t5 (7-^ ZO • n\ tij
YES (o?-^?? 7o 66©^'15'8&%177oS I4S3^^58Si-^^37?%,II7C.S^13
NO 7? I5 520 311 91^ 910 452<^IT
5. What kinds of writing do the students do in your classes?
AGR BUS DES EDU ENG FCS LAS VETMED
UNDEKGRAD -^5
Summaries 14 .4.^"^ 8 11 4'2«21 15462t?^l 1
Critiques/reaction to a 10 1*3)
reading or a presentation
Annotated Bibliography r/3 4 -
Synthesis ofmuItipIe'X5 - {% 2.t
sources
Case studies 7 ^
Observation descriptions 12
Research paper .• • 12 'C^
Lab reports - -.t. j^C 23 ^
Proposals 2 Z
Tests - ^ ^ ^ )'_ .38 ^
Business Letters ' 0 O
Resumes 0 ^
Other 0 0
5^1 14 SB 10 8 24 5230 0 0
1 4. 3(1 6^^ 4 ^ 3 5
0
0
CO
5_z?' 8 I'i 9 34 12-ri 19 16 Sii'Z-O 0
3 4'r 6^ 13 15& 3
2 11 , 7 20' 7 lO 26 '5" 4
3 9,f5l»! 4 16 19 Z1 19?3i> 44^5" 1 "7
'00' 2 S 3 40( 5S316 2? 29 I'i' 3 1\
16 3 1 3 4^ 5 7 16^? 0 0
1161. 615" 111> 50-73 34 GZ 118 7 50
rs 4 iOj 3 1 1 16? 0 0
1 ? 5 70 1 2 2. 3 5 161 00
2II 1 if 4 16 12-0 23 39Z7 0 C
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AGR BUS DES EDU ENG FCS LAS VETMED
-IS n 2Q> 69 54 171 /i)
Summaries 3 3 '7 5zofe 6Zi>% 14Z5Z 352o^ 4-2-8^
Critiques/reaction to a 16 "if 6^5~8^'i II 7 10 20 41^3 3 "zi
reading or a presentation
Annotated bibliography 21 2 '1. 6 7 ^ 5 7 10 22 3 z'l
Synthesis ofmultiple 7"? 741" 12 14 ZO 27 <b 59 3!j 6
sources
Case studies 38^*0 IQ^^) ^ zy 31! 13!? g/£{ 13-7 g
Observation descriptions 15 20 16 6 3 j/ 6 ^ 5 ? 20 H 8
Research paper 5 0 5 2^ 8 53 1453 36SZ 26 55 7 50
Lab reports 40 -53 0 0 ,2 -5 2 1 27 3^ 8 iH 21 6
Proposals 19 25" 00 5 ZC- 9 n 2136 232 1^
Tests - 21^ 105^ 2^. 9 39 67 25 88 ?1 lOni
Business letters 45^^0C'3t"2' 0 0 11 qo 31 Oo
Resumes qO 0C2€. 27 00 1( 4Z GO
Other 3^ 2H OO l3 62) 2b27'r OO
Inyour opinion, do international students have trouble with any of the above?
AGR BUS DES EDU ENG FCS LAS VETMED
YES t 14 ^®^-15^68;5, \e(M 12 51^7^4175^ 959^:1 96^^^
NO ^ 65 9G 2"ir 4l(f 62-^ HW 9l(p 57yb 4^
6. How do you usually help students when they have language "difficulties"?
AGR BUS DES EDU ENG FCS LAS VETiMED
UNDERGRAD 75 2-4 ZQ HI /M
I
Proofread their written 5 1 ^\%\7 70^11 263S,%28 Si^ 71 2
work
Correct their written 22 2? lljjy. 18 "'5',^12 4(<! 44 <>'< 3911- lllO'/4 28^
mistakes
Co^ect their pronunciation 34^5" 3^(2.10 720' 9 '1? 18 33 4711 2
mistakes
Suggest they get a tutor 14 4. Z3 8 3^ 5 '*7 11 15^"^ 44 2
Refer them to the English 13 H- ' 6*0 , 833 3 \1 9 ("i 16 25 14 1 ^
Department
Other ^ 8 [0 3 n 2 8 2 1 8 1/ 11 20 28 (0? 1 "1
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GRAD
Proofread their written
work
Correct their written
mistakes
Correct Aeir pronunciatio
mistakes
Suggest they get a tutor
Refer them to the English
Department
Odier"
AGR BUS DES EDU ENG PCS LAS VETMED
IS n IQ G0 5V /7I IH
4 6 1113 S-o? 30 27 Tofe 68 :i7^ 10T8^
48 01 8 4-7 12^ 13S-0 34 SO?o25< '^i 85'If 9
57 70. 2 11 9 37 7 70 8 11 14 36 "il 7 fo
25 33 1 ^ 61Y 6'i3 12 H- 12 29 "i" 3 "21
9lZ 1 5 6 IS" 3 11 eh 10 1& 3 ?|
68 1 5 1 4 0 0 3 "i yi'Z- 19 2 'H
Do you ever refer international students who may have language-related problems to any
other person or place?
YES
NO 4^- , ry' / ••
AGR BOS DES EDU ENG PCS LAS VETMED
"ir a 71 2Q -sfe n[ iH
496?/=. 3ji7> lOfi?, 5 VoJ59 m 41?-^
8J0 14 82 11 14s-i 4972 48Sa 96 SG 10^7;
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